
 
   

    

 
  

  

 
 

 

  
  

 

 
 

 
   

  
   

 

 

     
   

   

  
 

     

  
   

   

  
 

     

     

     

 
 



Each tree
arrives

4FT.
TALL!

in a 6.5
litre pot

Deliciously
juicy full
size fruits
in the first
season, and
winter hardy

to -5°C.
That’s right! This

pair of Orange
and Lemon trees will grow and fruit
perfectly in the UK. Packed full of

vitamin C, they’re deliciously
juicy and good for you too! And
they smell simply divine – the
sweetly perfumed white flowers
contrast beautifully against the

deep green citrus-fragranced foliage.
Enjoy full sized fruits around Christmas
time perfect for home made fruit salads or
as a tangy twist in your G&T!

Both of your trees arrive as well-established 4ft. tall mature

specimens in 6.5 litre pots. And, at just £39.98 for the pair,

they represent superb value for money – much cheaper

than most garden centre varieties – AND you get a FREE

250ml bottle of premium citrus feed to ensure your trees

grow into big, healthy specimens and, most importantly,

bear lots of juicy fruit!

• Delicious full-size fruit from the first season!

• Unbeatable value – under £20 each!

• Wonderfully-fragrant Summer blossom

• Supplied as approx. 4ft tall, fully mature trees

with FREE 250ml of citrus feed worth £3.99

• Easy to grow and low maintenance too!

– ONLY –

£39.98

LESS
THAN
£20

EACH

FREE
Citrus
Feed
Worth £3.99

“ Navelina Oranges... sweet, juicy & seedless! ”

“ Eureka Lemons...
sharp, tangy & delicious! ”

“Grow Your Own Delicious Citrus Fruit Right Here In The 

UK With This Easy-Grow Orange & Lemon Tree Collection”

EXTRA BONUS OFFER
2 ESTABLISHED ITALIAN CYPRESS

TREES IN 14CM POTS
“New” beautiful, evergreen Italian Cypresses – for 

instant impact and Mediterranean class. Very easy 
to grow and manage. You simply won’t find better 

value – from just £4.25 per tree.

£9.99 BUY 2 PAIRS
– JUST £16.98! ITEM: 500082

1.2m Orange & Lemon
JUST £19.99 EACH

WITH THIS COLLECTION

EACH +PP&I

SAVE £20
— PLUS —

FREE CITRUS FEED

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN323

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN323
2.  Telephone: 0844 6 569 569

Calls charged at 5p/min plus your network provider’s access charge. 

3.   By post using the coupon
YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last. © YouGarden Ltd 2015

ADVERT CODE: GN323Post to: YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL

680021
Pair of Orange & Lemon Trees in 6.5L Pots
with FREE Citrus Feed. SAVE £20.00!

£39.98

680019 Additional Orange Tree in 6.5L Pot £29.99
680020 Additional Lemon Tree in 6.5L Pot £29.99
These SPECIAL OFFERS go perfectly WITH ORANGE & LEMON TREES

500082
Italian Cypress 2 Established Trees in 14cm Pots

£9.99
UNBEATABLE VALUE – UNDER £5 PER TREE!

150006 Pair of Giant Fleece Plant Covers 1.6m x 1.2m £8.99
Join The YouGarden Club and

820001 SAVE 10% ON EVERY ORDER! £10.00
Was £20, Now £10. SAVE £10

Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined The YouGarden Club

Add PP&I £6.99

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

Delivery to UK Mainland only. A £6.00 surcharge
will apply to the following postcode areas: AB, BT,
DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28, KW, PA20-80,
PH19-50, TR21-25 & ZE. See website for full details.

I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card Security
No. No.

Start Expiry Maestro
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname           

Address           

Postcode           

Email            

Tel.

OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it within 30 days 
and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter,

we’ll replace free of charge – you just pay 
the PP&I!
Peter McDermott

Head Gardener

Please tick if you prefer not to receive offers other than from You Garden.

 Yes, I would like to sign up to the FREE You Garden Newsletter! © YouGarden Limited 2015.
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I’ve learnt a hard lesson this week.

Rushing back down the path from

watering the greenhouse, I noticed

my plums were ripe and just about

ready to pick. When I remembered to

go back with a bowl two days later,

the wasps had got there first. It was a

reminder that when you see jobs that

need doing, it’s nearly always best to

do them then and there! There’s an

optimum ‘window’ for most

gardening jobs, even though it’s

normally longer than a few days.

Chris Beardshaw makes the point on

page 32 – you couldn’t pick a better

time to take semi-ripe cuttings, the

easiest to root of all. I will be

following his advice and

doing it this weekend –

no excuses!

If a job’s worth
doing, do it
right now!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

£1
an issue!

Go to
p.26

for full 
details!

Look inside!

Garden News Editor
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T
he Horticultural Trades

Association (HTA) is

encouraging its members

to respond to the Government

consultation on Sunday trading,

launched last week. The move

outlines plans to give local

authorities the power to allow

large shops, including garden

centres, to open for longer that

day and compete with online

retailers. Under 20-year-old

legislation, introduced before

online shopping evolved, large

stores with over 3,000sq ft of

trading space are prevented from

opening for more than six hours.

Said HTA chief executive Carol

Paris, “A relaxation of the Sunday

trading laws is all about choice.

With online trading allowing

people to shop 24/7, it is

ridiculous that someone can

sit and eat in a garden centre

restaurant (which are exempt

from the law) on a Sunday

and order products online,

but not actually purchase

products in store.”

The Government consultation

closes on September 16 and

applies to England and Wales.

OFor more information, visit

www.gov.uk/government/news/

local-areas-get-their-say-on-

sunday-trading

AboutNOW
Knotweed
neurosis

E
fforts to control Japanese

knotweed are being

blighted by media scare

stories and the financial woes

of councils, a leading researcher

has said. “The key (to the

problem) is persistence and

planning,” said Dr Dan Jones

of Swansea University. He also

thinks scare stores discourage

homeowners from reporting and

tackling infestations. Recent

changes to anti-social legislation

means that householders can be

fined up to £2,500 for flouting

orders to control the plant.

Many building societies already

refuse mortgages on affected

properties, and house prices

where the East-Asian invader is

present have been badly affected.

It is estimated £200million

has been spent in the UK

Less hysteria and more
action required, says expert

Trade body launches Sunday lobby

Swansea University 
is researching 
control measures

Plants soon
spread via rhizome
fragments

Garden centres
need to compete
with online traders
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Knotweed
householders are

scared to report
infestations
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Words Ian Hodgson tackling the problem, and 

researchers at Swansea 

University are conducting one 

of the largest ever field trials 

to test ways of dealing with 

the ultra-invasive perennial. 

Drawing on almost 50 years of 

research, 21 different control 

methods are currently on test. 

Said Dr Jones, “There are 

three main methods of control – 

physical, for example by cutting, 

applying herbicides, and 

biological control using insects. 

Physical and herbicide-based 

methods of control have shown 

good results over the last four 

years.” He slammed scare stories 

that the knotweed battle was 

already lost, saying it was ‘wide 

of the mark’. “It can take up to a 

decade to properly get on top of a 

large infestation, and the sooner 

you tackle it, the cheaper it will 

be in the long run.” 
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Plant
OF THE
WEEK

I
n bloom from early to late

summer, the distinctive

flowers of monarda are

always impressive. Each leafy

stem is topped with a cluster

of florets that are arranged in

whorls around a ruff-like bract.

The bracts are often a deeper

shade than the flowers, giving

the plant an attractive two-tone

effect. The aromatic leaves are

reminiscent of bergamot, and

give the plants one of their

common names. Bee balm is

another, because the distinctive

two-lipped blooms are a magnet

for bees and butterflies.

With varieties such as

‘Cambridge Scarlet’ the most

commonly found in the garden

centre, monarda flowers tend to

be thought of as brilliant crimson,

but red isn’t the only colour. Some

varieties such as ‘Scorpion’ and

‘Beauty of Cobham’ are purple-

mauve, and there are pink, and

white varieties too.

Keep them happy
Plants enjoy a position in sun or

semi-shade. Plant them into good,

free-draining fertile soil that

doesn’t get waterlogged in winter.

Moisture levels are important

because monardas can be

martyrs to mildew if the soil is

too wet or too dry for them.

Combat this by mulching in

spring and watering well in

summer, directing water at the

roots not the leaves.

Monarda can reach a metre

or more, so support them with

stakes early in the season to

stop the stems from flopping.

Monardas are usually bought as

plants, but they are also easy to

grow from seed sown in spring.

�Available from Crocus, tel:

01344 578000; www.crocus.co.uk

Monarda!
These spectacular, spice-scented
perennials will bring in the bees

Six colourful varieties to try

‘Scorpion’
This tall, large-flowered

vibrant variety makes an

impressive show .

Height: 1.4m (55in)

‘Fireball’
A compact variety, perfect

for the front of a border

or teamed with grasses.

Height: 60cm (2ft)

‘Croftway Pink’
Unusual rose-pink flowers

are easy to fit into a scheme

of soft blues or pastel

colours. Height: 90cm (3ft)

‘Squaw’
Another monarda with good

mildew resistance. Tall with

large-flowers.

Height: 1m (39in)

‘Schneewittchen’
These pale flowers with

their fresh green bracts are

just as attractive to the bees.

Height: 90cm (3ft)

‘Gardenview Scarlet’
Mildew resistance and an

RHS Award of Garden Merit

make this an easy-care

choice. Height: 90cm (3ft)

Monarda originates from North America 
where it was used by Native Americans
as a medicinal herb.
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Monarda’s striking 
fl owers are sure to 
make their mark in 
your borders!
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This ancient word describes the

condition of soil prepared for planting

or sowing. Before planting a shrub or

perennial, the ground needs forking

over, perhaps with the addition of

compost. Large clods are broken

down to leave coarse crumbs that can

settle snugly around the plant’s roots.

Seeds
An even finer tilth is required for

sowing ial

becaus rounded

by war

germinate. When the dry seeds are

s ey m

c with t

air-filled pores in fine soil, id

uptake of moisture and oxygen.

Seeds range in size, however – from

bro er beans weig

in a he powdery

hypericum or thyme, with 9-10,000

seeds to the gramme. So the ideal tilth

varies accordingly: tiny seeds like a

finely-made bed, whereas pulses

prefer coarser crumbs in theirs.

Timing
There is usually an ideal moment

while the ground is moist after rain,

but dried out enough to crumble

readily. Shatter large clods with a fork

and roughly rake level,

working in any fertiliser

dressing and

pulverising lumps

into fragments.

Clear away stones

and debris. Tamp

the surface with

an upright rake to

crush larger crumbs

and settle light puffy

soils, then rake level

once more. This will give

the basis for the perfect tilth.

0
SECOND

Expert

New veg drained
of healt s?

Insect idols

T
he emphasis

on breeding

and selling veg

varieties sweeter in

taste adversely affects

their benefits and our

own health, researchers

have said. The trend

to remove bitter

compounds, known

as phytochemicals,

significantly reduces their

ability to protect us against

diseases such as cancers and

gastrointestinal conditions.

In an article in New Scientist magazine,

Dutch vegetable breeder Peter van der Toorn

said: “We still have bitter sprouts on the

market, but the majority of what’s introduced

these days is milder.” Consumers are now

buying double the amount of sweeter red or

pink grapefruit, than the traditional white,

which contains 50 per cent more of the bitter-

tasting compound naringin, linked to

protecting the cardiovascular system. The

chemical is also found in Brussels sprouts,

cauliflower, cabbage and kale. In broccoli,

bitter-tasting quercetin helps protect against

lung cancer. “The reason bitter phytonutrients

are cancer preventing is that they can destroy

cells. “They are healthy because they are

toxic,“ said Adam Drewnowski from the

University of Washington.

Vegetables are ge�ing
sweeter, but not
necessarily healthier

D
o you love seven-spot ladybirds, marvel at

marmalade hoverflies or stand in awe as emperor

dra it b sci institution the

Royal Soci og ld to hear your

views in its new survey. RSB scientists have nominated

their 10 favourite species from the 20,000 insects found

in the UK, and want the public to help decide which one

should top the list. Other candidates are the garden tiger

moth, small tortoiseshell butterfly, black garden ant,

buff-tailed bumblebee, large bee-fly, green shield bug

and stag beetle. RSB also want to profile the threats

they face from pesticide use, habitat destruction and

climate chan e. To vote, visit www.rsb.or .uk
Garden tiger moth
and black garden
ant (below)

Buff tailed bumble
bee and seven-spot
ladybird (below)
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SPONSORED BY

Butterfly restaurants
With Mandy Morrison

I
f you’re lucky you will have spotted

a few butterflies in your garden this

summer, but you could be playing

host to a lot more if you give them what

they are looking for on a plate. Literally!

Children will love to make a

restaurant for these beautiful insects

– start with a plastic plate, plant saucer

or recycled tray, and decorate it with

lovely bright colours to attract the

butterflies. They particularly like red,

yellow, pink, orange and purple. You

could do this using home-made or real

flowers laid out invitingly. Apparently

butterflies are more attracted to groups

of the same colour, so you could have

different themed restaurants!

Explain to your children what

butterflies need to survive – the sugary

sweet nectar in the flowers – and then

ask them what they’d like to put on the

menu in their restaurant. Chopped-up

old fruit works well – rotting bananas

are great, as are kiwi fruits and orange.

You could also make sugar water

– one part sugar to four parts water to

sprinkle over the fruit and flowers.

Position your

restaurant in

a spot in the

garden that

gets lots of

sunshine but

is sheltered

from wind

and then wait

for your

guests to

arrive – no

booking

needed!

O Visit

www.little-

gardeners.co.uk
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A�ract a host of
bu�erflies with
fruit and flowers

The 20ha (50-acre)
compost plant
at Ellesmere Port

Summer holida
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A
new species of

carnivorous plant

 has been identified,

a year after a photograph

of it was placed on social 

media site Facebook. This 

is the first time a new wild

plant has been discovered

by this means.

Now called Drosera

magnifica because of its

large size, the plant was

discovered by amateur

botanist Reginaldo

Vasconcelos on a single

mountain top in eastern Brazil, when exploring near his home

town. A year later, botanist Paulo Gonella came across the picture

and realised it’s significance. “I was especially surprised, not

because it seemed to be a completely new species, but because it

was a gigantic plant,” said Paulo, of the sundew that grows up to

24cm (10in) long. The plant, now the biggest sundew and second

biggest carnivorous plant in the Americas, has been categorised as

critically endangered. Paulo hopes measures will now be taken to

protect the site, which has been largely cleared of forest and is

surrounded by cattle ranches and coffee plantations. He said: “This

region hosts unique and still poorly known flora and fauna that are

severely threatened by human interference and invasive plants”.

G
ardening product manufacturer

Westland Horticulture has rescued

cash-strapped William Sinclair

Holdings – producer of iconic compost brand

J. Arthur Bowers – out of receivership, in

a multi-million pound deal. The English 

company, which also makes New Horizon 

compost and Silvaperl compost additives,

was in the throes of moving its operation to

a £25million state-of-the-art

manufacturing plant at

Ellesmere Port, near Liverpool,

when it hit financial difficulty.

Irish company Westland’s

range of products includes

self-branded composts and

garden chemicals. It also owns

Unwins, Marshalls and

Peckish wild bird feeds.

One of the leading

horticultural companies in

the UK, largely through progressive

growth and strategic acquisition, Westland turned over

£106million in its most recent financial year. Last month it

announced plans to invest £9.6million in a new fertiliser

plant in Co. Tyrone. Said Westland managing director

Edward Conroy, “We have always believed that Sinclairs is

an important part of our industry’s landscape, and we are

fully committed to maintain this for the long term.”

Compost maker
rescued

New giant ‘sundew’ 
found on Facebook

Drosera grandis –
largest species
in the Americas
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D
ainty streptocarpus flowers

bloom in a wide range of colours,

from pearly pastels to jewel

shades of plum, cerise, violet and

purple-blue. Some have orchid-like

tiger-stripe markings and all of them are

worth growing, either on their own or

with foliage plants such as fancy-leaved

begonias and parlour palms that thrive in

the same warm and shady conditions.

Streptocarpus are perfect windowsill

plants, combining exotic good looks with

low maintenance. In fact, these ‘Cape

primroses’ look so exotic it’s hard to

believe they’re so easy to grow – they

don’t need much sun and they’ll thrive

with minimum attention. In their natural

habitat, these South African natives grow

in wooded valleys in mountainous

regions, so they adapt easily to fairly

bright indoor conditions – a west- or

east-facing windowsill is perfect. In the

wild, the plants experience torrential

downpours followed by warm, dry

spells, so mimic their natural

environment by watering them

only when the soil becomes dry, leaving

the soil to dry out again before being

tempted to water further.

Feed the plants with a high-potash

feed in the growing season and deadhead

spent flowers to keep the display going.

Repot any well-established,

congested plants into humus-rich

compost in a container just slightly larger

than the original. They are also very easy

to propagate from leaf cuttings.

South Afr u

Varieties to try
It’s easy to get hooked if you grow
streptocarpus, because there are so
many excellent varieties to try. For
flowers all year, choose the Crystal
series from specialists Dibleys
Nurseries. Dibleys Nurseries,
tel: 01978 790677; www.dibleys.com

Let there be light

A
young designer in America has

taken garden illumination to a

whole new level, with swirling

borders of luminous rods.

Inspired by the lightning bugs that

twinkled at night on the lawn of her

home in Tennessee, student Christina

Leigh Geros created the astonishing

computer-controlled effect using

1,600 translucent tubes poking

through a groundcover of evergreen

sedges and fescues.

By day, the borders at Radcliffe

Institute for Advanced Study at

Harvard University, Massachusetts,

look like any other, but by night LED

lights embedded in the tubes transform

the garden into a glowing landscape.

Christened Latent (e)Scapes, it won an

annual public art competition at the

university, for which Christina received

a $10,000 (£6,450) prize.

The unassuming borders
by day are transformed
into a night-time spectacle
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Illuminating garden design at Harvard

Words Ian Hodgson
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How long have you been growing 

nemesias?

For more than 25 years as a family business 

and Dad started breeding them in 1986.

What got him started?

There were only two plants on the market, 

from South Africa, one of which was 

‘Confetti’. Dad was a bedding grower then, 

and had it in tubs and baskets with other 

plants. People wanted to know what it was 

and that sparked his interest. It lasts so long 

in the garden in flower. They’d take one then 

come back the following year and ask if we 

had any different colours, so he worked with 

botanical gardens in South Africa to get 

material and find different species.

What was the result?

From those first few plants he built up the 

different colours, hand-pollinating and 

crossing varieties year after year. At first the 

plants were quite straggly and unpredictable, 

which gardeners didn’t mind so much, but 

for the commercial market we needed plants 

that looked nice in a pot. So we looked at 

habit and how they sat in a pot as well as 

breeding all the multi-colours we have now.

How many crosses do you make 

at the nursery each year?

We produce around 500,000 seedlings and 

discard 99.9 per cent of those! We have to 

pick traits to fit all the criteria, which gets 

more demanding every year. We push 

species to the limit, for unusual colours 

and strong scent.

What new nemesias are 

in the pipeline?

Next year we’ve got a new range coming out 

that features a new breakthrough in colours 

and the strongest perfume on the market. 

Which is your favourite nemesia?

Of those now on the market, my favourite’s 

‘Blue Lagoon’, while Dad’s is ‘Vanilla Lady’ – 

you can’t beat it for impact.

What about overwintering?

As long as you keep them dry, you’ve got a 

high chance of them coming back next year. 

Cold weather won’t kill them, they just need 

dry roots over winter, so lie containers flat in 

a dry spot – under a hedge or next to a shed. 

Trim off at least half the foliage in autumn 

to stop botrytis turning plants to mush.

Jimmy Jones 
& son David

Live: Gwent
Work: Owner of 

Penhow Nursery
Potty since: 1986

“Each year the criteria
gets more demanding”

T&M launch 
its new 
innovations
Seed and plant retailer Thompson & 

Morgan has unveiled a wide range of 

new and unusual flower, vegetable and 

fruit varieties for autumn 2015 and 

2016. The company has also developed 

an online one-stop-shop of gardening 

products, sundries, tools and gifts. 

Visit www.thompson-morgan.com

Eschscholzia ‘XL Yellow’
Largest Californian poppy available. 

Flowers twice normal size. H:30cm 

(12in). From 2016

Fuchsia ‘Berry’
Bred for its delicious, sweet berries 

with more than 600 per plant. Ideal for 

pots or hanging baskets. From 2016

Pansy ‘Frou Frou’
Sheets of strongly-scented, frilly fl owers 

for winter displays. H:15cm (6in). Price: 

£9.99 for 36 plugs. From autumn 2015

Potty  

About
Plants

Nemesia ‘Vanilla 
Lady’ is Jimmy 
Jones’ favourite

David  Jones‘ top 
nemesia is currently 

‘Blue Lagoon’
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HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

Please send me ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

15 ERLICHEER BULBS BUNAR15-GN3315 £8.00

30 ERLICHEER BULBS BUNAR30-GN3315 £14.00

60 ERLICHEER BULBS BUNAR60-GN3315 £20.00
BUY 60 AND SAVE £8

POST & PACKING (UK) £4.95

Signature

Card No.

Card expiry date CSVIssue No Start Date

TOTAL DUE

SEND THE COUPON BY FREEPOST TO
Hayloft Plants, FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG,

Pensham, Pershore WR10 3HB

Name

Address

Postcode

*Email Tel

Order Code

GN3315

*By advising us of your email address we will be able to
send all of our special offers. Please tick here if you
prefer not to receive offers other than from our company

I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard Visa Maestro account

To order visit hayloftplants.co.uk/gn or call 0844 335 1088

NARCISSUS
ERLICHEER

BUY 15
FOR

£8
BUY 30 FOR

47p

Introduced to us by a “plantaholic” who strongly
recommended growing Erlicheer indoors in a decorative pot
for endless Christmas flowers and unsurpassed fragrance,
Erlicheer has to be the most exquisite of all Narcissus.

After flowering indoors, or on arrival, plant the bulbs in the
garden and experience the scent for years to come. The
beautiful yellow speckled flowers will fade to an elegant,
creamy white – if you plant just one spring bulb, plant the
most highly fragrant Narcissus of all time.

Delivered as size 14/16 bulbs in mid-September – the
perfect time for planting. Erlicheer will grow to a height
of 35cm, so just “plant and grow”.

Exceptional fragrance from
December through to March

EACH

Each stem
produces over

15 double florets,
making this the
most fragrant
Narcissus of

all time

rare | unusual | exciting



parrow-friendly gardening

AboutNOW

Sparrows often return to a nest site year after year

Creatures of habit
With Julian Rollins
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Leave autumn
seedheads
on plants
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Sparrows often
nest in a dense
shrub or hedge

W
ith the mirror perched on the 

bathroom windowsill, I watch our 

nearest neighbours as I shave. 

Occasionally, I’ll open the window and pop 

my head out for a closer look, but that usually 

causes trouble – sparrows don’t like being 

spied on. My bathroom neighbours are a pair 

of house sparrows who nest in our roof and 

come and go through a gap over the window.

Aside from close encounters with men 

wearing shaving foam, they clearly rate it as a 

prime nesting spot, because it’s used every 

year, probably by the same pair because 

sparrows often stick with nest sites that they 

like. And because sparrows pair for life, 

they’re often true to a nest site for life.

Unlike lots of garden birds, sparrows like 

communal living and happily nest cheek by 

jowl with other sparrows.

My neighbours have had a busy year. The 

breeding season started in April and comes 

to an end around now, and during that time 

a sparrow mother usually produces two or 

three successive clutches of eggs. In some 

years she may even go for a fourth.

Both the female and male share chick-

rearing duties, working all hours to find the 

protein-rich food their offspring need – small 

caterpillars, aphids and grasshoppers. When

there’s not many insects around they’ll also

feed their chicks seed, but bugs are best.

The youngsters spend about two weeks

in the nest, then it’s time to go. Our house

is on the side of a hill, so the drop from our

bathroom window is two storeys plus 

another, due to the slope. When the 

fledglings leave our nest it must be a sharp

learning curve, but although I’ve not seen

any of these maiden flights, I’ve never found

a casualty, so it must go well enough. 

Once they leave the nest, for the first week

the parents continue to feed their newly-

fledged youngsters, and even when the 

youngsters start finding food for themselves

they depend on top-ups from their parents.

Often dad provides this after-nest care, while

mum gets ready to lay another clutch of eggs.

Now, though, the adults are enjoying some

parenting-free time. It’s quiet in the garden,

so perhaps our sparrows have re-located to

farm fields, where crops are being harvested.

Then both the adults and this year’s 

youngsters will spend most of the winter

within a convenient distance of my bird table

and feeders. Then it’ll be back to the 

bathroom eaves for another season.

O Put out a good seed mix and fat 

balls in winter, close to a shrub

O Allow plants to run to seed rather 

than clearing them away in autumn 

O Chicks thrive on an insect-rich 

diet, so grow caterpillar-friendly 

trees like apple, oak and birch, and 

garden without pesticides to 

increase your garden’s population 

of invertebrates 

O Provide nest sites by planting 

a safe, dense hedge or shrub, or 

installing a communal ‘sparrow 

terrace’ nest box. 

With Ian Currie

Blow by blow

O
n a local radio station recently, 

several questions to the resident 

garden expert were centred 

around plants not looking healthy. 

One reason given was incessant drying 

winds, and I can vouch for that – 

although much of the south has escaped 

the drenching rains of further north, it 

has been quite breezy and this can very 

quickly dry out containers and baskets.

The wind can blow very strongly in 

August. In 1979 winds reached 85mph 

at Hartland Point, Devon, with terrible 

consequences for The Fastnet Race. 

Some 15 yachtsmen lost their lives. 

And, in 1957, a wind gust of 81mph 

was recorded on the Isle of Man.  

 One disease exacerbated by wind is 

chalara, or ash dieback, caused by the 

fungus Hymenoscyphus fraxineus. It 

is thought that wind plays a part in its 

spread. A lovely ash tree about 20m 

tall in my garden looks like it is beginning 

to be affected by the disease, with bare 

branches and withering leaves. The 

disease has spread from the Continent 

and perhaps it was a persistent spell of 

north-east winds last September in my 

area that brought the infection to my tree, 

with Poland and Denmark up wind, two 

areas that have seen up to 80 per cent 

losses from this disease. East Anglia and 

Kent have seen the most cases so far, 

being nearest to the Continent. 

There are about 80million ash trees 

in Britain, with around 12million trees 

in our parks and gardens. They support 

much wildlife and provide excellent 

timber. The loss of such lovely trees 

could radically change the look of our 

countryside.

● Visit Ian’s website at 

www.frostedearth.com

Ian C
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Words Lucy Purdy
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As our gardens bloom and ripen into their crowning summer
harvests, now is the perfect time to start saving your own seed

rowing, collecting and

saving seed from one

year to the next is one

of the most instinctive and

satisfying aspects of growing.

Once commonplace and

essential, the practice has

faded slightly in our collective

mindset as gardeners.

Multi-national seed companies

stake an ever-stronger claim

on what we grow and, a bit

like our relationship with

supermarkets, it’s all too

easy to rely on them. But

growers of all abilities

and levels of

experience can

give seed-

saving a go,

and enjoy its

numerous advantages.

A long-held fondness for

hand-labelled seed envelopes

stood Heather Cooke in good

stead for her role at RHS Wisley.

She leads the seed team there

and part of her job is to oversee

a membership benefit scheme

which distributes packets of

seeds all over the country each

year – the garden has an enviable

seed stash of near 500 varieties.

Fat pepper-pot
poppy seedheads
hold bounty within

Seed from all kinds
of plants can be
collected and saved
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But, as she explains, you don’t

need a horticultural qualification

or fancy equipment to give

seed-saving a bash, just a knack

for timing and an eye for detail.

“People could start with

something like nigella, poppies

or sweet rocket, sunflowers, too,

and cosmos – a lot of the annuals

are really easy to collect seed

from and most set seed later on

in the summer. Usually the pod

turns from green to brown and it

might start to split, and then you

know the seed inside is ripening

and ready to be collected.”

The RHS Wisley team

collect their seeds in

plastic bags, which

are fine to use,

says Heather,

providing the

seeds are decanted

quite quickly into

something else. “Any

plant material that is left

for long in plastic can go soggy

and mouldy. We decant into

cardboard boxes or paper bags,

which are breathable, allowing

any moisture to evaporate.”

Ideally, seeds should be

separated from as much of the

chaff as possible, as this can

harbour pests and diseases.

A piece of paper and a pair of

tweezers can come in handy

here. “Then it’s time to keep

them cool and dry,” says Heather.

The seed will then dry out and

enter a dormant stage, its energy

hung in suspension until it next

meets with growing conditions.

Conscientious labelling is a

must, along with the year of

collection, and it goes without

saying that your strongest, most

healthy plants are best targeted

for their seeds. Some gardeners

keep seeds in their fridges, but

conditions of about ten degrees

should suffice. And once you’ve

cracked the process? The whole

garden is there to practice on,

says Heather. “Seeds that are

fairly easy to collect include

cosmos, clarkia and antirrhinum.

We collect a lot of things like

Ammi majus, nicandra and

nicotiana, which have very tiny

seeds but pods that are quite

easy to harvest and collect from.

Orlaya grandiflora is fairly

straightforward, too.”

Seed can be saved from

many trees, shrubs, perennials,

aquatic plants, alpines, annuals,

biennials, bulbous plants,

ornamental grasses vegetables

and herbs. Herbaceous

perennials can be particularly

satisfying to collect seed from.

Heather recommends Aconitum

napellus, though sounds a note of

Continues over the page
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O Saving and growing

your own seed may

require a li
le more

time and effort, but it

will save you money.

O Seed can be collected

as ‘insurance’. For

plants such as salvia,

which are not fully

hardy, saving their

seed acts as a

back-up in case

the original plant

doesn’t make it

through the winter.

O Seeds collected

from healthy plants

in your own growing

space are likely to

be well-adapted to that environment and soil.

O Some perennials are slow or difficult to propagate

vegetatively (from their leaf, stem or root) says RHS

Wisley’s Heather Cooke. Pulsatilla and some bulbous

plants fall into this category.

O Fresher seeds mean a higher germination rate. You’ll know

exactly how old the seed you’re growing is and how it has

been stored.

O Seed-saving can be very sociable. Seed swaps with friends,

neighbours or fellow allotment-holders are easy to

organise and fun.

Seed gets cleaned
from its chaff at
RHS Garden Wisley

Hollyhocks are an
easy perennial
to start with

Harvesting’s easy:
simply tip ripe seed
into a bag or envelope

The seed-saving convert
Amber Beard started to experiment last year, after a friend 

handed her seeds saved from his garden. “I grew lupins, 

hollyhocks and marigolds from what he gave me, as well as 

tomatoes, peppers and chillies,” she said. “I’ve been gardening for 

donkey’s years but have never really had the time or inclination 

to save seed. But now I see there is something so rewarding about 

what is eff ectively recycling plants from year to year. 

“I have three grandchildren who love to po
 er in the 

greenhouse and we’ve been planting things from scratch 

since they were tiddlers – they love the whole cycle of the 

growing process. Daisy, six, saved seeds from her Hallowe’en 

pumpkin to plant this year – so the next generation is coming 

up through the ranks!

“I gave some of my hollyhocks, grown from my friend’s seeds, 

to a like-minded Twi
 er buddy. I love to pay it forward and will 

keep her in mind for future extras and cu
 ings. And I’ll be 

certainly saving seed this year to enjoy next summer!”
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The benefi ts of seed-saving
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caution to use gloves due to its

poisonous constitution. “It’s a

lovely blue plant, flowering in

late summer. The pods open up

and you can hear them rattling,”

she says. “Campanulas, too, are

quite easy to collect and they’re

lovely plants to grow. Digitalis is

another poisonous plant, but it

produces copious seed. Wait

until the seed spike looks

completely brown and dead, cut

it down and literally pour the

seeds into a bag.”

As well as the obvious

financial savings, collecting and

growing from your own seed

means you’re likely to produce

plants well-suited to your

specific growing site.

Self-saved seed is guaranteed

to be fresh so boasts a better

chance of success. “You’re off to

a flying start,” says Heather. And

it can be a vibrantly sociable

activity. There are lots of

seed-swapping events now

– from pop-up seed shops to

seed-collecting workshops. The

likes of the Hardy Plant Society,

the Alpine Garden Society and

the Cyclamen Society run their

own seed-swap schemes. As

well as being great places to

meet like-minded growers,

seed-exchange events can

help maintain genetic

diversity and you may even

come across a ‘hidden’ gem.

Once the harvest has been
gathered, seed dries in
boxes at RHS Wisley

Save seed all year round, from
spring-flowering Lathyrus

vernus to late-summer flowers
such as cosmos (right)
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The seed-swap organiser
“A lady came to one of our seed swaps clutching a handful of

envelopes containing the pea ‘Glory of Devon’, a beautiful, very

tall, heritage variety. She had grown them from seed from an

earlier swap and described them as the ‘most wondrous’ pea she

had ever grown. She wanted to share it with others, completing

the cycle of the seed swap.”

This is just one of the tales to have emerged from Seedy Sisters,

an all-women seed-sharing group co-founded by Alison Williams

in 2004, as an offshoot of Transition Town Totnes. They promote

seed-saving and help organise regular seed and seedling swaps,

and seed-saving education events. “I’ve always saved my own

seed and wanted to encourage other people get involved in the

very basics of food production,” says Alison.

‘Collecting your own seed 
means you’ll produce
plants well-suited to

your growing site’
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O��Most seeds are harvested between June and October.

O��Timing is everything! Try to collect seed when it is ripe, 

but before the natural dispersal process kicks in.

O��Most seed pods change colour – often from green to brown 

– then dry out and split when they’re ready.

O��Get clued up about the plant’s seed dispersal methods. 

Viola, impatiens and lathyrus should be collected before 

they explode, while berries need to be ripe – but don’t let 

the birds get there fi rst. Seeds relying on wind dispersal 

need to be collected before they blow away!

O��If the seeds you have your eye on are of the light and 

fl uff y variety, choose a still, dry day to get collecting.

O��Some seeds can be collected when they are immature 

and still green. These include Anemone nemorosa, 

calendula and ranunculus, say RHS experts.

Collecting seeds from 
the glasshouse borders 
at RHS Garden Wisley

Aunty Madge’s tomato:
just one unusual crop
in the Heritage Seed
Library’s line-up!

H
eritage

S
eed

Lib
rary

Says Heather: “These days, 

there are lots of new plants 

coming on to a market dominated 

by the large, commercial seed 

companies. But many of the older 

varieties aren’t being sold any 

more. These might exist in 

people’s back gardens, sometimes 

even without them realising. This 

is great for diversity and the more 

genetic diversity you have, the 

more resilience plants have 

against pests and diseases.”

Cultivars or F1 hybrids won’t 

necessarily ‘come true’ from 

saved seed – you can’t guarantee 

uniformly sized and coloured 

plants. “But I think that’s part 

of the beauty,” says Heather. 

“It’s a real pleasure to grow seed 

and see what interesting results 

you get. You might even discover 

the next must-have cultivar 

in your garden!”

Make sure you label 
your envelopes 
before storing!
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Saved by 
a seed library 
The Heritage Seed Library, based in 

Warwickshire, contains more than 

800 vegetable varieties that are 

no longer commercially available 

from gardening catalogues, or 

which have fallen out of favour 

with the seed companies. 

Its collection also includes 

landraces – local varieties of 

domesticated species that have 

adapted over time to their 

environment – and family heirloom 

varieties which have never graced the 

pages of a catalogue.

The library includes a grey-green kale, 

edged with frilly, purple-tinged leaves, which 

had been grown for years by Paul Pickering and 

his family. Tasty and strong enough to withstand 

the frosts of an English winter, the family knew 

the kale as Tunley Greens, as the seeds originally 

came from his wife’s grandfather from Tunley in 

Wiltshire in 1910. Seeds were donated to the 

Garden Organic Heritage Seed Library and 

nurtured by volunteer ‘seed guardians’. As a 

result the Pickering family’s variety of kale is 

now enjoyed by growers the world over.
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W
e all know the delicious tastes, 

smells and nutritional benefits 

of homegrown fruit, veg, herbs 

and flowers but, these days, we often 

overlook the therapeutic properties 

of many common garden plants.

It’s relatively recently that 

advancements in modern medicine 

and pharmaceuticals came to the fore. 

For hundreds, if not thousands, of years 

before this, herbalists, physicians and 

ordinary gardeners recognised that the 

plants growing around them were so much 

more than ornamental. In fact, most were 

solely grown for practical purposes, and 

medicinal gardens were common.

Most of our medicines today are derived 

from plant extracts, including yew leaves 

in anti-cancer drugs and daffodils in 

Alzheimer’s medicine. Willow bark 

contains a chemical more commonly 

known as aspirin – a staple pain relief 

used for 2,000 years. 

Even in the famous Compendium of 

Medicine from the Middle Ages, its writer 

Gilbertus Anglicus recommended a 

remedy for ‘stinking of the mouth’: “Let the 

mouth be washed with wine that birch or 

mint has been soaked in. And let him eat 

marjoram, mint and parsley ’til they be 

well chewed. And let him rub well his 

teeth with the herbs he chewed and also 

his gums.” He clearly knew the benefits 

these natural breath fresheners had and 

was recommending his own medieval 

minty mouthwash!

There are so many valuable plants that 

we can incorporate into our planting 

schemes – we’ve chosen just a few of the 

hundreds to try that can be made into 

good-value, all-natural home-made 

remedies to benefit your wellbeing. Many 

of these plants you probably grow already, 

and some may be new to you, but all have 

hidden depths, waiting to be explored!

Top tips for
successful remedies

1   Be extra careful – be sure of what you’re 

picking, and make sure it’s safe to use!

2   Do be sure to only use plants that haven’t had 

insecticides or weedkiller sprayed on them.

3   If your ailments persist, see a doctor 

straight away!

4Check to see if your preparations can 

be taken by children or pregnant ladies 

– and if you’re in any doubt, don’t use them.

Words Karen Murphy

  Medicine 
cabinet
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Echinacea
It’s long been used to boost the

immune system, most commonly

as a cold and flu treatment. First

used by Native Americans, it came

to Europe in the 17th century. Its

roots and flowers are effective as a

tea, but more tasty as a tincture.

GROW A member of the daisy

family, echinacea is a vivid pink,

tall, easy-to grow perennial,

which thrives in most soils and

sunny borders. It’s best treated as

an annual, though, and needs

good deadheading to prolong

summer flowering. It’s also tough,

and loved by bees and butterflies.

Calendula
Calendula was widely used

on battlefields for centuries as

an antiseptic, used to soothe

inflammation and prevent

infection on

open wounds. Use its petals as a

fever-relieving tea, a syrup, or as

a soothing ointment on healing

wounds, or other skin irritations.

GROW Sow this bright orange

annual in modules in autumn

or spring for lengthy summer

flowering. Great to jazz up a

border, and its flowers add a little

pepper to salads. Low upkeep,

and likes poor soil.

Rosehips
Roses were used extensively

by the Greeks and Romans to

cure ailments, and rosehip syrup

is traditionally made and taken

in winter to ward off colds and

give a hefty boost of vitamin C

and D. Pick hips after first frosts,

as they’ll be more pliable to chop

up and use.

GROW Grow a beautiful dog rose

to cascade over your garden – it’s

these, and not garden hybrids, that

produce the best hips for remedies.

They flower in late summer, are

tough, grow fast and look super as

hedging. Lightly prune between

late autumn and spring to freshen.

Feverfew
Its name is derived from the Latin

‘febrifugia’, or to ‘drive out fevers’.

It’s traditionally used to soothe

cramps, nausea and fevers, and

strong teas and tinctures from the

leaves treat migraines. Or chew a

few leaves

per day, at most.

GROW Such a pretty, fragrant

perennial, and attracts beneficial

insects but wards off wasps and

flies. Sow directly in spring for

summer flowering – but control

it as it self-seeds.

Monarda
Named after Nicolas Monardes, a

Spanish physician who identified

its uses in the 16th century. North

American tribes used its leaves

and flowers in teas to treat catarrh

and flatulence! As an ointment, it

soothes rashes or insect bites.

GROW With elaborate, spiky

flowers, it’s superb for a sunny

border – but is susceptible to

mildew, and loves a lightly moist

soil at all times. Bees and

butterflies love it, though!

Healing herbs

Continues over the page
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Functional flowers
Not just a pretty face! Beneath these
beauties’ surface is a wealth of merits

B
efore herbs were used predominantly for

cooking, they were grown mainly to heal.

Just like the song, you can’t go wrong with

the four super-herbs: parsley, sage, rosemary and

thyme! All are more or less evergreen, like full sun

and well-drained soil. Pop them in a border or pot,

ready for instant use, and trim when needed.

Parsley Historically used as a skin compress, a

digestive tonic or to treat kidneys, parsley is great to

chew for fresh breath, vitamin and minerals, as

a digestive aid and to keep a healthy heart.

Sage Its botanical name, salvia, gives a clue to its

known medicinal benefits, and was so highly

thought of in the past, it was considered sacred.

Make an infusion for your sore throat,

or a root tincture for circulation. Purple

varieties are best to grow for these.

Rosemary It has a long-held

reputation as a memory enhancer, to ward

off nightmares and anxiety, and prevent

infection. A stimulating infusion will help

ease tiredness and headaches, and an

ointment acts as an insect repellent.

Thyme Romans used to bathe in thyme

waters to promote courage and vigour, while it

was also drunk as a beer to prevent shyness! Today

you can use thyme in a syrup to get rid of chest

infections, or in a tea or tincture as an antiseptic.

Less floral, but still medicinal mainstays

Vivid calendula
is an antiseptic

Ruby red 
rosehips are 
garden gems

Fab feverfew 
lessens
headaches

Tuck lots of
herbs in a
garden corner

Beauty and function
in one plant!

Be wind-free 
with majestic 
monarda!
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Pick the right remedy
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Bulbous 
beauties that 
fight off colds

Home-made
ointments are   
easy to make

Syrups soothe 
and tickle the 
tastebuds

A tincture is a
tonic for mind
and body

Benefi cial bulbs
Our ground-grown favourites are bursting 

with benefits! Onions and garlic – tasty 

garden produce we grow all the time – are so

packed full of nutrients and healing

properties that they were a medicinal staple

in the days before pharmaceuticals. During

plagues and wars they were even both used

to ward off dysentery and typhus, and to

dress wounds.

USE Rub cloves of garlic or onion slices on

skin irritations, stings and bites, while

infusions and syrups are soothing and

fantastic at warding off colds. Steep an onion

in honey overnight, then eat the honey and

it’ll aid you as an effective expectorant

during bouts of harsh coughing.

Wonder weeds
Waste not, want not! Whip out those

wilful weeds from the unkempt patch

in your garden and make them work for

their trouble. Dandelions and nettles

are so much more than infuriating,

fast-growing pests – they’re just two

examples of weeds that are endlessly

nourishing and full of the good stuff.

USE Leave a few dandelions growing, 

and you can use all plant parts for

remedies – eat its leaves in salads and 

stir-fries, or make a syrup or tincture to 

cleanse your insides, fight off bacteria and 

boost potassium levels. As for nettles, 

forgive them their stings and pick a few for 

leaves and roots in teas, tinctures and 

ointments, or steam young leaves as you 

would spinach – they’ll reward you with 

many nutrients, a boost to your immune 

system and by helping with your joints.

Infusion
There’s nothing like a nice cup

of herbal tea to take all your

garden goodness to your

insides! Made since

time began to

refresh mind

and body,

they’ll soothe

aches and

pains.

MAKE Put 

60g of fresh 

leaves or flowers 

into a teapot and 

add a pint of boiling 

water. Leave your brew 

to stand for 10 minutes, 

and strain into a cup, leaving

behind the debris. If it’s bitter,

add a little honey.

Tincture
Steeping the goodness of your

plants into alcohol keeps your

remedy for longer, and when

taking it you’ll feel its effects

quicker, due to the alcohol. Use

apple cider vinegar if you’d

prefer not to use alcohol, and

dose in teaspoons-full.

MAKE Choose 200g of plants

and put into a lidded

jar with a litre (two

pints) of vodka

or brandy.

Shake and

put in a

warm, dark

place for

two weeks.

Strain liquid

through

a muslin bag,

and store in dark

bottles.

Ointment
Unlike creams, ointments are

thicker, easier to make and

form a protective, moist layer

on the skin. Shop-bought

ones can be expensive, so

it’s satisfying to save money

and make your own!

MAKE Melt 250g petroleum

jelly in a bowl over a pan of

boiling water, add 30g of your

chosen plants, and 

heat gently for two 

hours. Pour the 

mixture into a piece 

of muslin secured 

around a jug, and 

squeeze through. 

Transfer to a tub while 

still warm, and allow to 

cool before adding a lid.

Syrup
Adding sugar or honey to 

an infusion makes a syrup 

– it’s as simple as that! Extra 

sweetness in remedies 

makes some plants more 

palatable, soothes the 

throat, and helps them 

keep better.

MAKE Simply add 220g 

of sugar or honey to a cup 

of your infusion, and bring 

to the boil. Pour your hot 

syrup into a screw-top 

bottle – you might like to 

add a tablespoon of vodka 

or brandy to help it keep 

better. Store in the fridge.



Buy online @ www.premierpolytunnels.co.uk  
or call for a brochure: 01282 811250  

or email: sales@premierpolytunnels.co.uk 

Whatever your pleasure,  
whatever the weather,
It will grow better in a Premier Polytunnel

Larger Diameter Steel     Wide Doors  

5 Layer Thermal Anti Drip Polythene    

Construction Helpline    30 Years Experience
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Words Melissa Mabbi�

Photos Neil Hepworth

With eye-catching details and lush planting, this urban West Midlands
garden provides a secret sanctuary for owner Paul Doogan

great esc

W
hen Paul Doogan

entered a local

newspaper garden

competition, little did he know

that the name they chose for his

entry – ‘Paul’s Oasis of Calm’ –

would stick forever. But the

name sums up his little haven

of urban green so perfectly that

it’s easy to see why.

It’s a typical terrace garden in

an ex-local authority housing

estate, just 5.5m (18ft) wide

and 21m (70ft) long, but its

overflowing borders are far from

standard. Everywhere you look

there is lush green growth, with

scatterings of bright, jewel-like

flowers among the vegetation,

crowding in over narrow and

winding gravel paths. Around

every corner there seems to be

a sheltered seat – there are eight

in all – where you can take in

the garden at leisure.

It’s also packed with

flamboyant details, such as a

candelabra set with real wax

candles hanging over a raised

pond, and a romantically lit

gazebo with a swinging seat

draped in velvet.

“It’s a self-indulgent garden,

just for me. First and foremost

it’s a place to get peace and quiet

after a long day. It’s a sanctuary,”

Paul says. As a single dad with

lots of family responsibility and

a physically demanding job as a

decorator and gardener, he needs

a place to relax in his spare time!

Gardener Paul Doogan 

Location 18 Kings Close, 

Kings Heath, Birmingham, 

West Midlands B14 6TP

Been in garden 22 years

Soil Neutral loam

Open By appointment 

May-August 

More info www.ngs.org.uk

Garden 

OF THE 

WEEK
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Continues over the page

When Paul moved in, the 

garden was mainly set to grass. 

This suited his two small 

children, especially his son, who 

was football mad. As they grew 

up and used the garden less,  

Paul got more serious about 

gardening. He didn’t work from a 

plan, so the garden emerged one 

idea at a time. He says: “First I put 

a snaky gravel path down the 

middle of the garden, then other 

ideas would come to me and the 

lawn just slowly disappeared.” 

Secluded seating areas 

appeared as the garden 

developed, including a raised 

wooden deck with an arbour that 

acts as a viewing platform, and a 

smaller raised deck with wooden 

struts – Paul calls it his ‘throne’! 

There are two larger circle patios 

made from reclaimed half bricks 

for a table and chairs. 

Paul created all the built 

features in the garden by hand 

and with the help of his nephew, 

who was training as a bricklayer. 

They used 600 reclaimed bricks 

for the raised pond and 

surrounding pillars, finding 

them a few at a time in skips, 

which took a whole year. The 

paving is made from recycled 

York stone pavers that Paul cut to 

size himself. He also had to level 

the sloping ground for the pond, 

digging out and barrowing

five tonnes of soil by hand. 

This pond is the central 

feature of the garden,

filled with goldfish and

water lilies and shaded by

shrubs, and featuring a

dramatic candelabra in

the centre, hanging from

an overhead pergola.

Though this looks like an

expensive antique, Paul spotted

it as a home-store bargain.

Paul shows that it’s possible to 

create a wonderful garden as a 

single parent and on a budget. 

His job as a gardener has helped 

him source cheap plants and he 

has been gifted plants from his 

clients, but anyone can create  

a garden over time from free 

cuttings and divisions from 

friends, family and neighbours, 

and building things from scratch 

using recycled materials. 

He says: “Single parents 

shouldn’t be put off. I’ve done it 

on a budget and it’s good for your 

health, mentally and physically, 

to garden. It’s something just  

for you, and great for the spirit.” 

Paul’s tips for making small spaces work

l
The vertical is important 

– make the most of height 

using trees and climbing 

roses rather than planting all 

at one level.

2
Plant up your fences 

using hanging 

containers and, if you 

have a shed, try turning the 

top into a green roof. 

3
Disguise the boundary 

where you can – this 

makes a narrow 

garden seem wider. Paint 

fences dark colours so  

that they sink into  

the background. 

4
More is more when it 

comes to plants. A 

garden choc full of 

plants somehow seems  

to look bigger! 

5
Try to use unusual 

plants so that even  

if a garden is small,  

it’s packed with interest. 

6
Use strategically 

placed mirrors to 

provide the illusion  

of space.

Cyclamen in an old zinc watering 

can and baskets of succulents 

turn this wrought-iron table into 

a fascinating feature

The gazebo has a swinging 

seat inside for relaxing. 

Candles outside light the 

way in on summer evenings
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Garden 

OF THE
WEEK Favourite plants

in summer

Lupin
Perfect for adding vertical movement

to garden borders, this white variety

shines out of Paul’s shady borders. Deadhead

spent spikes to encourage a second flush.

Solanum laxum ‘Album’
This half-hardy potato vine has jasmine-

fragranced, star-shaped flowers, followed

by dark purple berries. It’s another climber

that adds vertical interest.

Paul has managed to create a

garden that feels much more

exciting than its narrow

dimensions would suggest. By

using height – building pergolas,

arbours, trellis and archways,

and planting climbing plants,

shrubs and small trees – Paul has

created a garden that has hidden

boundaries. He has also fitted

inventive containers to his fence

and planted them with box balls

– an ingenious solution to

creating a green boundary

without taking up much space.

Now that the back garden is

full to bursting, the next project

for Paul is out front. He gained

permission from Birmingham

council to plant up the council-

owned verges outside his house

and has planted a lavender walk,

and cherry and silver birch trees,

surrounded by wildflowers.

He plans to plant 1,000 allium

bulbs, bought wholesale, this

autumn, too. He says: “It’s added

a new dimension and given me

licence to use my imagination

again. I’ve left something for the

community and I’m grateful to

the council for letting me do it.”

Long windowboxes 

planted with box hedging 

turn a wooden fence into 

a green boundary

By packing in the planting, 
Paul’s seats are surrounded 
by a lush, green backdrop. 
Right: A dovecote draws 
the eye upwards.
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Delphinium 
In shades of pink, 
blue or white, tall but 
fragile delphiniums 
are best in sheltered 
gardens like Paul’s.

Rose ‘Santana’ 
One of Paul’s favourite climbing roses, 

with velvety deep red blooms. It’s repeat 

fl owering, giving blooms all summer long. 

Perennial sunfl ower
For a truly perennial sunfl ower, try 

Helianthus laetifl orus. The showy yellow 

fl owers are great for brightening up 

a border, and attract bees and birds too. 

A candelabra hanging above the 

formal raised pond creates a 

dramatic centre point. The lit 

candles refl ect in the water at night.
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Combine ornamentals and food crops for a
garden that’s as pretty as it is practical, says Carol

Th

T
here’s a contingent of

gardeners who love

veg more than they love

flowers. It’s understandable,

but the truth is that a love of

vegetables and a love of flowers

are not mutually exclusive.

Once upon a time the two

would have had their separate

domains. On estates such as

Chatsworth (not the Shameless

Chatsworth but the one in

Derbyshire, owned by the Duke

and Duchess of Devonshire!), the

pleasure grounds would have

been separate. The Lord and

Lady would have shown their

guests around herbaceous

borders, entertained in the loggia

and visited the vistas, but the

walled garden with its espaliered

fruit trees and regimented rows

of perfect vegetables and flowers

for cutting would have been out

of bounds. This would have been

a working garden and, though its

produce would have been

consumed and admired at table,

the inner workings were strictly

behind the scenes.

Nowadays we’re relaxed about

such distinctions and more likely

to boast about our turnips on

Twitter than try and impress

Dukes and Duchesses at the

dinner table. Boundaries have

Perfect veg plot
companion –
clary sage

Planting corn in a
manner based on the
‘three sisters’ system

‘It is a perfect example
of people growing in

harmony with the land’

This week

AT LEBE
COTTAGE

CAROL KLEIN



changed even in the distinctions 

we draw between flowers and 

veg. Many of us have an interest 

in both and want our veg or 

allotment gardens to look as 

colourful as can be.

 There is common sense, too, 

in mixing ornamentals with 

food crops. Planting flowers, 

herbs and vegetables together to 

help pollination and repel pests 

has long been practised, and no 

doubt over the next few years 

there will be more extensive 

research to back it up. 

There are many 

ancient 

practices of 

growing 

plants 

together 

for their 

more 

successful 

cultivation. 

We’ve tried 

one of these 

methods here 

at Glebe Cottage 

– ‘the three sisters 

bed’. This is based on a 

system much used at one 

time by American native people.

The women of the tribe, who 

were the gardeners, planted 

together their three staple crops

– pumpkins, maize and beans – 

which occupied the same piece 

of ground. The women would 

walk the ground gathering the 

soil into a series of mounds a 

stride apart. In the top of each 

mound, they planted a seed of 

maize, two weeks later the soil 

would be drawn up further and a

bean would be pushed in beside

the maize. When both had 

germinated and started to grow,

in would go a pumpkin seed at 

the foot of the hollow created by

building the mound. As the corn

grew, the bean would climb up it

whilst at the same time fixing

nitrogen in the soil and feeding

itself and the other two

vegetables. Meanwhile, the 

pumpkin would benefit from the 

cool conditions created by the 

corn and maize, while spreading 

its stems hither and thither, its 

large leaves suppressing weeds 

and retaining moisture in the 

soil. All three grew up together, 

benefitting from their 

relationship and producing 

fruitful crops. It is a perfect 

example of people growing in 

harmony with the land. If space 

is limited, it is really worth 

giving this age-old 

idea a try – 

although 

climbing 

French 

beans 

rather 

than 

rampant 

runners 

work best.

Just to 

mix up our 

cultures,

we’ve used a

Japanese squash

called ‘Uchiki Kuri’

between our corn. It has

handsome golden fruit and has

been much more successful than

our courgettes.

Alongside this planting we’ve

put rows of marigolds and

cornflowers, followed by

beetroot, whose crimson leaves

match the reverse of the

marigold flowers. There’s

love-lies-bleeding – itself grown

worldwide as a leaf crop, though

we’re growing it for its crimson

tassels – planted next to Salvia

horminum, or clary sage, with

its multi-coloured bracts.

Asters grow side by side with

leaf beet, and both beds are

backed by bean poles smothered

with sweet peas and climbing

beans, apart from one stretch

that contains a pea hedge –

‘Hurst Green Shaft’. Delicious

and beautiful.

MONDAY

Trying to make our top terrace as attractive as it can be, 

just in case we ever get a summer and a chance to sit out. 

It’s one of the few places in the garden where you don’t 

feel you might meet a tiger just around the corner.

 

TUESDAY

A meeting to discuss a botany strand for Gardeners’ World. 

We’re hoping to go into some depth (in the six minutes per 

programme allotted to our bits!). Very exciting.

 

WEDNESDAY

From one packet of dahlia ‘Bishop’s Children’ seeds we’ve 

managed to produce 30 plants and they’re just beginning 

to flower. Huge excitement as they 

start opening up.

 

THURSDAY

Eucomis ‘Sparkling Burgundy’ is a 

spectacular plant with rosettes of 

broad, strappy leaves of deep, bronze-

purple and sturdy-stemmed flowers. 

Ours are just coming out!

FRIDAY

Orange and blue is a favourite

colour combination and in two

places in our veg beds we’ve

combined cornflowers with

calendula ‘Indian Prince’.

SATURDAY

Making a mental list of all the daisies in the garden that are

flowering now and those that are yet to come into flower. So

many, from Aster frikartii ‘Mönch’ to

Rudbeckia fulgida deamii – and all so

straightforward.

SUNDAY

Walking the dogs and stopping

here and there to see what flowers

are most popular with bees.

Knapweed and thistles seem to be

favourites

Carol Klein

Squash 
‘Uchiki Kuri’

Helenium ‘El Dorado’
Last year we made a li�le film for Gardeners’ World

about heleniums. We visited Martin Blow at Yew Tree

House Gardens in Cheshire, who holds part of the

National Plant Collection of heleniums. While there,

I treated myself to a few plants, and because they

needed to build themselves up prior to being

installed in their permanent homes, they were

planted in the veg beds where the soil is fertile but

not too heavy. This year they have burgeoned and the

one that has grown best and is really outstanding

is helenium ‘El Dorado’, with brilliant yellow floppy

petals. The raised centres are almost spherical, and

characteristically velvety, perfectly complemented

by its soft, undulating petals. Helenium are gay and

jolly, blatant and bouncy flowers in bright chrome

yellow, deep crimson, orange and bronze. They

flower prolifically and make their mark not by great

subtlety but by straightforward flower power.

Like a ballet
dancer’s tutu:
helenium ‘El Dorado’

What’s looking good now
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Plucking away faded

Three jobs to extend your bedding plants’ performance

1
Deadhead religiously.

Pull away the faded

blooms of flowering

plants such as nicotiana or

petunias that don’t tend to

fall off naturally.

Gently snap off dead

pelargonium flowerheads

by hand so they break away

neatly right at the base, rather

than cutting them off and

leaving a snag of stalk that

could then rot back.

2
Remove any

leaves at the

bottom of the

plants that are starting

to turn yellow and die.

If left, they could

develop botrytis (grey

mould), which could

spread to flowers and

curtail your colour.

Gather fallen leaves

and other debris from the surface

of the compost too.

3
Water a

soluble

fertiliser

into your

containers,

windowboxes

and baskets

now. One that’s

high in potash

will help boost flowering

displays. If you don’t have a bottle

of fertiliser for ornamental plants, simply

use tomato food instead.

T
his summer’s recent chilly

spell has kept many

bedding plants at a

standstill. This temporary lull in

their display hopefully means

they’ll go on for longer at the end

of summer, so now’s the time to

ensure that this will happen.

If you planted your containers

at the end of May to coincide

with the end of the frost, the

compost inside is now several

weeks old. If you used multi-

purpose, its nutrients will have

run out. Give your plants’ roots a

much-needed top up with a dose

of fertiliser now, mixed into your

watering can. Something like

Phostrogen or Richard Jackson’s

Flower Power will work a treat

and ensure your plants keep

producing flowers. Bedding

growing in the ground can

extend its roots for nutrients, if

planted in fertile soil.

Check for pests and problems,

so nothing can compromise your

late-summer displays. As

bedding grows and bushy leaves

hide the tops of their pots, it’s

harder to spot snails or slugs that

have snuck in, and they can

make short work of your

petunias or tobacco plants.

Keep deadheading – as always

– to stop faded flowers detracting

from beautiful new ones, and so

dead plant tissue isn’t left on the

plants to attract mould and rot –

and pull away any yellowing,

dying leaves. If anything is

fading and letting the side down,

whip the culprit out and replace

it with something that’s full of

flower and deserves its place.

Finally, sweep around pots on

the patio so the whole display

looks as good as can be.

Prolong your
bedding displays

THIS 

WEEK

Act now to keep plants going, says Clare
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Clare Foggett
Horticulturist Clare’s
50m (165ft) garden is 

home to fruit and 
cut fl owers. 

Karen Murphy Melissa Mabbit
Having previously worked 
at the National Trust’s 
Bodnant Garden, Melissa 
has RHS qualifi cations.

Keen fruit, veg and 
container gardener, 
Karen also 

loves wildlife.
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What to do this week

IN YOUR FLOWER GARDEN

dd some cheer among fading flowers, says Melissa

Plant a late
summer p

Y
ou don’t have to rest

on your laurels when it

comes to your summer

pot displays – there’s plenty more

opportunity to plant up a new

colourful container, especially

with late-summer-flowering

plants. These will pump out

colour while your early summer

bedding plants begin to look

tired, even after deadheading

and feeding them meticulously.

You might find that ocal

garden re doesn’t uch

stock o cal summ ding

plants left by now, so look for

late-flowering perennials to bulk

out the display. Salvias and

agastache are neat and upright

plants that mix well with more

usual summer pot plants, such

as New Guinea impatiens.

You could even go for some

dramatic height with a potted

crocosmia or helenium at the

back of your mix. Dahlias are also

a great choice, as they will keep

blooming profusely until the first

frosts. Grasses will add texture

that looks good even after frosts

have arrived. There are even

some autumn bedding plants

like violas and chrysanthemums

going on sale early about now.

Pot them up for a display that

will be bright and cheery well

into autumn.

Use a general purpose potting

compost to plant up your display.

If you are using perennials and

would like to keep them going for

more than one season, put some

slow-release fertiliser pellets in

to the compost too. For large

pots, use pieces of polystyrene

at the base to reduce the weight.

1
Part fill your pot with compost and

firm down gently, leaving room for

the root balls to sit on the top. 2
Position your largest plants first then

fill the gaps between with compost,

before adding the smallest plants. 3
Firm the compost into the gaps

well so it doesn’t sink and expose

any roots, then water thoroughly.
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GEOFF HODGE

Tools for

THE JOB

Geoff Hodge finds the
best ready-to-use (RTU)
glyphosate weedkillers

Writer, TV & radio broadcaster and product guru

BEST SMALL SPRAYER

Fast Action Roundup
Weedkiller
1l £5.99
This was the best of the small
(usually 1-litre) RTU hand-held
sprayers. The handle and trigger were
comfortable to use over extended
spraying sessions. And, importantly,
it was one of the few that used all
the liquid in the sprayer – even when
tilted. It features spray and foam
stream pa�ern options, a finger-
shaped trigger and a nozzle around
the neck to be�er aim the spray
at target weeds. Supplier: Sco�s
Miracle-Gro, tel: 01483 410210;
www.lovethegarden.com

BEST LARGE SPRAYER

Westland Resolva
24H Power Pump
5l £27.99
This was the best pump-up sprayer.
All the 3-litre sprayers use a trigger
action, which is tiring to use over
large areas. This 5-litre sprayer
has a pump handle to pressurize
the container. Just 10 quick
pumps sprayed 400ml (14fl oz) of
weedkiller for two minutes, making
spraying quick and easy. It features
an adjustable sprayer head,

lockable trigger and a 100cm
(39in) long hose, so you don’t

have to constantly carry it.
It used all the weedkiller.
A refill is available (£16.99).

Supplier: Westland, tel: 01480
443789; www.gardenhealth.com

BEST POWERED SPRAYER

Weedol Rootkill
Plus 5l £27.49
To be honest, this is the only powered
sprayer! This 5-litre pack comes with
a ba�ery-operated power sprayer,
so there is no pumping and priming –
just press the trigger. The spray head
offers three spray pa�erns, there’s
a transparent gauge on the side so
you know how much is left, and a
93cm (36½in) hose. It used up all the
weedkiller, though the container had
to be tilted for the last drops. The
replaceable ba�ery will power up to
10 litres of spraying. A refill will be
available in 2016. Supplier: Sco�s
Miracle-Gro, tel: 01483 410210;
www.lovethegarden.com

Beat bindweed
Finding the twining stems or tell-tale white flowers of 

bindweed in a border is disheartening. This weed is a real 

thug and the best way to stop it flourishing is with a 

glyphosate weedkiller. The chemical will kill plant roots but 

it becomes inactive when it hits the soil. Bindweed can easily 

become well established, especially in borders where it uses 

perennial plants as climbing frames! To avoid damaging 

plants you want to keep, untangle its twining stems and deal 

with them. If they are very close to precious plants, cover the 

stems with a black plastic bag and spray inside the bag – this 

will keep weedkiller off surrounding plants. If the 

infestation is light, you can fork out the bindweed’s brittle, 

cream-coloured roots. But don’t use a rotovator on large 

areas because it will chop the roots into small pieces, each 

of which will root and spread.

1
When using a weedkiller to deal with bindweed, follow the

instructions carefully, wear gloves and wash out any cans

or sprayers thoroughly afterwards.

3
If the problem’s not too

bad, dig out roots and

dispose of them, but don’t

put them on the compost heap.

2
Put canes in borders to

encourage bindweed to

climb upwards, which

makes it easier to deal with.

 

Replace box
If your box hedging is looking a bit sad, 

take a closer look. Pruning dieback or 

stress can cause brown leaves, which 

can be cured by improving drainage or 

feeding, but it’s time to replace any plants 

that have died right back. Young plants 

on sale in garden centres and nurseries 

can be used to fill gaps, or you can grow 

your own from cuttings. Dig up dead 

plants carefully to avoid damaging nearby 

roots. Improve the planting hole with 

compost and water replacements well.
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Treatment

The perfect summer perennial!

PENSTEMON
‘Berry Mix’

WORTH

£2.19

e plant
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Pot on perennials
Young perennials bought as plug plants will need repotting 

now into a pot that’s slightly larger than the root ball. Choose

compost that has enough nutrients to keep the young plant

growing healthily – a soil-

based compost such as John 

Innes No. 1 is ideal. Don’t 

be tempted to put young 

plants straight into a large 

pot. Repotting is the plant 

equivalent of a move from 

nursery to primary school – 

not being sent straight out 

to work!

Cut fl owers
for the house
You can now enjoy arguably

the best bit of all the work 

you’ve put in to growing a 

zingy array of beautiful

flowers in your garden –

watching them bloom and

then being able to snip them

to show off indoors! And the

more you pick, the more

they’ll want to produce

additional flowers. Try a

summery combination of

zinnias, cosmos and dahlias,

some trimmings of your

favourite shrubs, or perhaps

pep up with a few sprigs of

Alchemilla mollis – although,

quite frankly, anything goes!

Sow your free seeds
Penstemons are such a summer classic, with their spires of 

colourful blooms. ‘Berry Mix’ is a lovely blend, with a mix of pink,

blue and purple fl owers, perfect for a colour-themed border.

Hang onto your packet until next spring, and sow in February 

or March for fl owering the same year. Alternatively, you could 

sow the seed now and over-winter the resulting young plants 

in a cold greenhouse or cold frame.

Use good-quality, free-draining seed compost in trays or pots 

and thinly sca	 er the seed over a level surface. Just cover the 

seed with a thin layer of more compost or Vermiculite and keep 

at 15-18C (60-65F). Germination should take 14 to 30 days.

When the seedlings are large enough to handle, transplant 

them to modules or individual 7.5cm (3in) pots and grow them on

in cooler conditions. When you’ve got plants that are ready to go

outdoors next spring, harden them off  gradually and transplant

to where you want them after all risk of frost has passed.

T
here are a few garden

diseases that really need

little description because

every gardener has seen them

and rose black spot is one –

although the spots are more

often dark brown than black.

Fungal spores produced on

the spots are released under

moist conditions and are spread

by rain splash, or on hands,

clothing and tools. These same

warm, wet conditions favour

further infection and the disease

is worst in warm, wet seasons.

Most of the initial attacks in

spring are from spores produced

by overwintering spots that

develop on shoots in autumn.

So although some infection

may originate from fallen leaves,

collecting up fallen leaves under

your bushes will make little

difference to the amount of

black spot the following year.

Conversely, because most new

infection comes from spots that

have survived over winter on the

shoots, hard pruning your roses

in spring can help a good deal.

Historically, black spot has

always been worse on yellow-

flowered roses, but resistance

has been bred into modern

varieties of all colours – although

I’ve yet to find any rose variety,

as opposed to species, that is

wholly immune.

Modern varieties help you beat it

Rose black spot

OChoose modern rose

varieties that have

been bred to have

higher levels of

resistance to black spot

O Hard prune in spring

O Spray with an

approved treatment

that controls mildew

and aphids too

Hard prune
affected roses
in spring

Broadcaster and author of more than 50 books

O Dark brown/black spots
on leaf surfaces

O Spots merge to affect
large areas of leaf

O Leaves turn yellow and
may drop prematurely

Black spot on 
rose leaves 
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Th e undercover

MARTIN FISH

Former head gardener, TV and radio broadcaster and RHS judge

T
his summer has been a strange 

growing season, not just outside 

in the garden, but also under cover. 

Many of my greenhouse and polytunnel 

crops are still a couple of weeks behind and 

some have really struggled. 

I planted strong, healthy cucumber and 

melon plants into the greenhouse and 

polytunnel at the end of May and that’s 

where things started to go wrong! Instead of 

making new growth, the plants simply stood 

still and some withered away. 

Worst hit were the melons and, after about 

a month, several rotted off at the roots. The 

cucumbers survived but just didn’t make any 

growth and looked stunted. A commercial 

cucumber grower told me it was down to 

temperature fluctuations, which makes 

sense. Through June we had some very cold 

nights, almost down to freezing and even in 

early July night temperatures dropped to 

around 5-6C on a few occasions. 

However, now the weather is warmer,

the plants that did survive have started to

grow and we’re now harvesting cucumbers.

To keep the plants growing I’m trying to

keep them as warm as possible at night by

closing the doors and vents early evening

to trap in the heat.

The melons are also making good growth

and producing fruit, which at the moment

is about the size of a large apple. I’m only

allowing three or four fruits to develop on

each plant and I’ve pinched out the growing

tips on the long stems to divert energy into

the swelling melons. Both the cucumbers

and melons are checked and watered each

morning to maintain humid conditions

and I’m feeding weekly with a high-potash

fertiliser to help the fruits develop.

Cucumbers and melons do better in warmth

Finally catching up

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

I’m looking 
forward to the 
melon harvest

Tidy up tomatoes
Some of the lower leaves on the tomato 

plants are now starting to turn yellow, so 

at this point I remove them to allow be� er 

air circulation around the ripening fruits.     

Feed orchids
Moth orchids spending summer in the

greenhouse are growing well, but to build

them up to flower in autumn and winter

I’m feeding fortnightly with a general feed.

Sponsored by

Tel: 01531 633659
www.haygrove.co.uk
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Gold Medal
CHRIS BEARDSHAW

Award-winning garden designer, Chelsea Gold medallist, radio broadcaster and Beechgrove Garden presenter

How to tell if wood is semi-ripe

W
hen growth is plentiful in the

garden, propagation is often

overlooked. But, when I was a

budding teenage horticulturist working in

a local family nursery, we were at our busiest

during summer. Gathering material from

which to propagate plants in August is

perfect for capitalising on ‘semi-ripe’

cuttings. These are distinguished from early

summer, softwood cuttings, which are rich

in sappy growth, thanks to the maturation of

the stem and development of stiff, slightly

firm (but not woody) growth.

Taking semi-ripe cuttings allows us to take

advantage of a woody shrub’s habit of slowly

stiffening the growth they put on this year

with cellulose, while also accumulating

growth hormones at the nodal points (where

a leaf emerges) in the stem. The cellulose-rich

tissue is much less likely to suffer fungal rots

than the

softwood

cuttings

taken earlier in

the year, while

the growth

hormones

can quickly

stimulate

root growth

from the

nodal points

once the

cutting is

inserted in

compost. Combined, this

means more reliable and sturdy propagation

of shrubs and climbers such as abelia,

camellia, caryopteris, ceanothus, choisya,

clematis, hebe, juniper, magnolia,

rhododendron and viburnum.

In fact, any deciduous or evergreen woody

plant that has laid out good growth

is worth considering. So it’s easy to see

why we were frantic in the nursery to

collect and propagate before August was out!

As is often the case, habits started young

persist for many years, and so it is that this

month involves me browsing the garden

(and sometimes other people’s!) in search

of new material, or selecting those plants

whose potential age or tenderness warrant

the propagation of offspring as a

precautionary step.

They’re a sure bet for
propagation success!

Capitalise
on semi-ripe
cuttings

Removing leaves 
stops the cu� ing 
drying out

August is the 
perfect month for 
deutzia cu� ings

The most diffi  cult task is 

perhaps to tell when the 

wood is semi-ripe because 

this varies from one plant to 

another and from season 

to season. A good rule of 

thumb that distinguishes 

semi-ripe cu	 ings from 

softwood cu	 ings, is that 

the semi-ripe cu	 ing should 

be suffi  ciently robust to 

remain stiff  when gently 

inserted into fi rmed 

compost, not bending or 

fl exing. To take the cu	 ing, 

select this season’s growth 

from a healthy side shoot. 

Pinch out the tip of the bud 

to encourage side shoots 

and trim the cu	 ing to about 

5-10cm (2-4in) long, 

making your clean 

cut just below a 

node. Strip off  the 

lower two-thirds of 

leaves and insert 

into trays or 9cm 

(3½in) pots of 

moist cu	 ing 

compost. At this 

stage, gently hold 

the upper tip 

of the cu	 ing 

and insert 

into the 

compost. Fill the pot so that 

the leaves of each cu	 ing 

do not touch the next, to 

help avoid fungal rots.

If the plant has limited 

growth, a good tip is to take 

this season’s growth but to 

remove it from the main 

stem with a fi rm downwards 

pull, removing a ‘heel’ of 

woody growth at the base. 

Strip off  the lower leaves as 

normal but insert the ‘heel’ 

into the compost, as this will 

serve as a hormone-rich 

rooting point. 

Place cu	 ings in 

a propagator in the 

glasshouse, or cover with 

a polythene bag on the 

windowsill and keep moist. 

Rooting is likely to take two 

months, during the la	 er 

stages of which ventilation 

can be increased. 

Cover with a plastic 
bag to keep cu� ings 
moist and warm
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See our
huge range
at your local
HSL store

Mon-Sat 9am-5pm

Sunday 10am-4pm

FREE PARKING
at all stores

Deep-Base
Single Bed

Deep-Base
4ft Bed

FREE 
Matching 
Footstool

Reclining Swivels from £198
Electrically Adjustable Beds

including mattress & headboard 

from £448*
Drop-Arm Sofas

from £458

Linton Standard
Dual Motor

Riser Recliner
Recliner Chairs . . . sit, relax or snooze Riser Recliners VAT-Free*

300 FABRICS AND LEATHERS • VAT-FREE* • FREE DELIVERY (UK MAINLAND) • 46 YEARS OF COMFORT

NORTH
AintreeL95AW
Tel. 0151 5230614
BlackpoolFY37AT
Tel. 01253 305098
Bolton BL12SL
Tel. 01204860433
Chester CH14JE
Tel. 01244 314620
DewsburyWF132DU
Tel. 01924 464796
Greater Manchester
SK1 2BU 
Tel. 0161 4805281
Guiseley LS208LZ
Tel. 0113 8199930
Hull HU6 7PL
Tel. 01482 236705
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NE21 5ST 
Tel.01914140089

Rotherham
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Tel. 01709546705
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Tel. 01642 618433
York 
YO30 4WZ
Tel. 01904406688
MIDLANDS
Birmingham
B17 8DJ 
Tel. 0121 4296566
Henley-in-Arden
B95 5BA 
Tel. 01564 795787
Leicester 
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Tel. 0116 2437432
Lichfield WS136UY
Tel.01543439772
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Tel. 01522 775805
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Oxford 
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Tel. 01865 360002
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Tel.01708474133

Southend-on-Sea
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Tel. 01702 567357
Tolworth KT67AZ
Tel. 020 89875471
SOUTH COAST
Brighton &Hove
BN3 7BA 
Tel. 01273 711576
Poole/Bournemouth
BH12 1DA 
Tel. 01202 765037
St. Leonards-on-Sea
TN38 0DX
Tel. 01424 460511
Southampton
SO30 4FN
Tel. 01489787851
WALES &S.WEST
Bath BA2 2RX
Tel.01225300273

Bristol
BS10 6PZ 
Tel. 01179 508253
Cardiff CF11 8EF 
Tel. 02920 707287
Cheltenham 
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Tel. 01242 578334
Exeter EX2 8NW
Tel. 01392 409744
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A huge range of chairs, 

sofas and beds to make 

sitting and sleeping easier.

your
chair specialists

48 HR
DELIVERY †

FREE

on selected models
(UK Mainland)

Higher seats with back support, for easier sitting and rising from £198

Lift you to your 
feet and recline 

you to relax

Linton Standard Dual 
Motor Riser Recliner

Please post this coupon for your FREE brochure pack

Name

Address    

Postcode

Email

Freepost Plus RTKE-LARX-YJSS, HSL (Dept. GN25),
Unit 1-3, Grange Road Industrial Estate,
Grange Road, Soothill, Batley WF17 6LN

NO STAMP

REQUIRED

Re uest our FREE fabric card & catalogue today!

Call 01924 507050 quoting GN25

or visit www.hslchairs.com
Calls answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Your pack includes 57 real fabric and 21 real leather 
samples, as well as our full range of chairs
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What to do this week

ON YOUR FRUIT & VEG PLOT

S

nions
Plant now for spring and summer crops, says Karen

Garden News
RECOMMENDS

T
his is another great crop to

be getting started with

now, simply sowing direct

into the soil. Although onion sets

when they’re available are easy to

just pop in the ground, it’s so much

more satisfying to enjoy the whole

germination process and grow

onions from seed!

Sown now, overwintering

onions will be ready in early

1
Find a spacious area that

can be devoted to your

onions and, using a fork,

crumble the soil into a fine tilth.

2
Sow seed sparingly along

a row, taking care to keep

it in a straight line.

3
Cover and water the seed

in well. Be sure to mark

your onion row clearly.

'White Lisbon
Winter Hardy'
Produces the same mild onion

as 'White Lisbon' but is winter

hardy. Sow now for the first

spring onions next year.

'Keepwell'
Slightly fla	ened round bulbs

with a brownish skin, white

inner flesh and excellent

storage capabilities. A Japanese

overwintering type.

'Senshyu Yellow'
Heavy yielding variety,

producing golden semi-

globe-shaped bulbs and

white inner flesh. A Japanese

overwintering type.

summer next year, up to a month

before normal maincrop onions.

They like very well-drained soil

where they won't fall foul of

winter wet, so fork some extra grit

or sand into the sowing area to

help improve drainage.

Try to get the seeds sown by the

end of the month. That will give

them time to produce good-sized

bulbs by winter, which will be

able to withstand whatever the

O All available from Kings Seeds, tel: 01376 570000; www.kingsseeds.com

weather throws at them. Fully-

sized bulbs should be ready by

next July, but you can also harvest

leaves from them earlier for a

bonus ‘spring onion’ crop.

Keep the soil well watered up

until germination, which should

occur just a few days after sowing,

in warm, damp soil. After

germination, thin out the

seedlings to leave a seedling

every 15cm (6in) along the row.



Check
sweetcorn
Sweetcorn plants should have

reached full height by now and

formed flowers at the top of the

stem. The cobs also put out

long, silky tassels and, as these

turn dry and brown, you can

check them for ripeness. The

cob should feel rounded or

blunt at the end, rather than

pointed. Carefully push back

the leaves and pinch a kernel

with your nail. If the juice

runs out milky it is ready to

harvest. If watery, it still

needs some time to ripen.

M
any local shows will be

held this weekend, so

here’s my round-up of

tips from both an exhibitor’s and

judge’s perspective:

1
Consult the Royal

Horticultural Society Judges’

Handbook, which explains

the pointing system as well as

what the judges are looking for. If

you present a dish that complies

with the book’s judging criteria,

you’ll start off on the right footing.

2
The old adage is certainly

true: ‘A good big ’un will

always beat a good li	le

’un’. But bigger isn’t be	er

regardless of any other criteria.

Size is important but only if

accompanied by quality, as in

‘condition’ and ‘uniformity’, so

drop down in size if you can match

up be	er on uniformity.

3
In an ideal world, all

vegetables would be

harvested and washed an

hour before the show to maintain

top freshness. Of course, you can’t

do that – it takes me about four

days to prepare the 45 different

vegetables on my display. So

prioritise your lifting and leave

vulnerable peas, French beans

or celery until last, whereas

beetroot, turnips and kohlrabi

can be picked a day or more

before the show.

4
With potatoes, ensure skins

are well set by removing

the tops at least seven days

before the show. (My potatoes for

the Malvern show on the last

weekend in September, weren’t

planted until early May, so I’ll

remove the tops this weekend.)

Exhibitors often leave washing

their potatoes until a couple

of hours prior to judging. I’ve

sometimes washed mine in the

hotel bathroom on the morning

of the show but the best way is

to use a bucket of clean

water that’s changed

regularly. A slightly

used washing-up

sponge or scourer

is ideal, starting with the rough

green side and finishing with the

smooth side. After washing,

closely inspect each potato for

any tiny holes or marks. Always

take a couple of extra spare

potatoes with you to the show.

5
Carrots (long, and others)

and parsnips all need to

match each other in shape,

colour and length. For shape, they

need to have good form and be as

similar as possible, and circular

along their length. Lay them on

a flat surface and check behind

from the stalk end to ensure

they’re neither oval nor squarish

around the shoulder.

6
For cauliflowers, aim to tie

together the foliage about

10 days beforehand if the

curd’s big enough. Tying them

with string to bring the stronger

outer foliage together will block

out light and give superb white

curds. Harvest them, leaving

7.5cm (3in) stem, and check over

the curds to make sure there’s no

slug damage. Then carefully push

the leaf ribs to the side to ensure

the curd hasn’t

‘blown’ and

become loose

around the

outer edges

because of

poor growing

conditions or

because it’s gone

past its best. Trim

most of the leaves

away and cover the

curd with soft white

tissue or cloth to

prevent damage.

Wait until you get

to the show to trim

down to an inch

or so above the

outside edge

of the curd.

My top tips for a successful show season

Full marks!

Uniformity and
condition count
as well as size
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MEDWYN WILLIAMS

 Growing for

SHOWING
Winner of 11 Chelsea golds and awarded an MBE!
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Harvest currants
Ripened by the sun, these translucent, jewel-like 

berries are ready to pick for crumbles, jam or 

puddings. If you net your currant bushes it’s time 

to take the netting down to get to the fruits. Look 

for berries hiding under leaves. If fruit has ripened 

unevenly along the stalk, strip the ripe fruits gently 

through your fingers into a bowl. Alternatively, 

when fruit has ripened evenly down the length of 

the stalk, pick individual stalks, known as strigs. 

Remove spent 
pea plants
Early summer pea plants will have given 

the best of their harvest now, though 

there might be a handful of pods left. You 

can leave these to dry and use them as a 

source of dried peas or seed peas for next 

year. You may not be able to predict what 

the variety will be like, but they will still 

make excellent pea shoots for salads. 

Otherwise, it's time to pull out the old 

spent plants to make way for something 

new. Peas are nitrogen fi xers, which 

means their roots contain useful 

nutrients, so cut off  the stems at ground 

level and dig the roots into the ground. 

Chop up the stems and add them to the 

compost heap.
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Famous Farah® Brand Trousers at
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INSIDE LEG
29” & 31” ONLY*

MT164 NAVY, GREY & BLACK ONLY{ }

Biscuit
(Slant Pocket)

08715 265 265
Calls cost 10p per minute from BT landlines but may vary depending on your phone company or if using a mobile.

MASTERCARD/VISA/MAESTRO/DELTA or visit our website

www.chums.co.uk/offers and enter media code: GN3315
Send to: Chums Ltd (Dept. GN3315), P.O. Box 50, Prescot, Merseyside L34 9GX.

Chums promise complete satisfaction
or your money back in full.

Goods usually delivered within 7 days.
Personal shoppers welcome at our

showroom. Open Mon-Fri 9am-4pm.
M57 junction 4, off School Lane,

Unity Grove,
Knowsley Business Park,

Liverpool L34 9AR.

Silver

Black

Olive

Bark

Airforce

Navy

32” to 48”
WAIST IN
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Name: Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr

Address

                                                                                 Post Code                                        

Email                                                                                     

Tel No.                                                                                   

FROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE OUR MAILING LIST AVAILABLE TO OTHER

COMPANIES WHO MAY HAVE OFFERS OF INTEREST TO YOU.

IF YOU DO NOT WISH US TO DO THIS, PLEASE SEND YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS TO CHUMS LTD.

Chums Ltd (Dept. GN3315), P.O. Box 50, Prescot, Merseyside L34 9GX.
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS. Please send me items indicated

 ITEM ORDER STYLE QTY SIZE INSIDE LEG COLOUR PRICE

 FARAH TROUSERS

 FARAH TROUSERS

 FARAH TROUSERS

 SOCKS – 3 PAIR PACK    

SOCKS – 3 PAIR PACK

Order style: MT129 Frogmouth Pocket
Order style: MT164 Slant Pocket
Order style: MG139 Socks 3 Pair Pack

I enclose cheque/P.O. made payable to Chums for £
Please write your address (inc. post code) on reverse of cheque. (For orders outside the UK please phone for 
post and packing quote) or charge my Mastercard/Visa/Maestro/Delta Account No.

(PLEASE TICK) DEBIT MY A/C NUMBER AS SHOWN BELOW

EXPIRY DATE:
/

MONTH/YEAR
START DATE:         

/
MONTH/YEAR    

CARD ISSUE NO.
(Maestro Cards only)

SECURITY CODE       /     /      
Last 3 digits on back of card

 SUB TOTAL

 UK mainland P&P £5.00

 TOTAL

MEDIA 
CODE 

GN3315

QUALITY BRANDED TROUSERS AT

NEW LOW PRICES
ROOMY CUT

FOR COMFORT

DISTINCTIVE RAISED 
SEAM DETAIL

CREASE RESISTANT
FABRIC

Pack of 3 assorted
styles in 3

colourways Black,
Navy or Grey with

gentle grip tops and
soft toe seams.

70% Cotton,
14% Polyester,

14% Polyamide
& 2% Elastane.

One size fi ts 6-11. 

(Order style 
MG139)

(RRP £8)

NOW
ONLY

PACK
OF 3£6
Socks

SAVE 

25%

NEW – ORDER NOW!

Now accepted



Tales from the

ALLOTMENT

TERRY WALTON

Star of BBC Radio 2’s Jeremy Vine Show and best-selling author. His allotment sits in the Rhondda Valley

Slug-free potatoes thanks to nematodes

OMy maincrop ‘Sarpo’ potatoes have

masses of tall, green foliage and because my

ground suffers from a colony of keel slugs

I’ve lifted one haulm to check their progress.

Having fought through the foliage to find the

base of the haulm, I carefully lift the plant.

There was a plentiful supply of small red

potatoes present and they’re currently free

from any slug damage. Because these are my

main source of potatoes for winter I’ll leave

them for at least another month before

harvesting. One pleasing thing about the

lack of slugs is that I treated this area with

Nemaslug in their early growth, so these

microscopic enemies must be carrying out

their function successfully. Keep it up

boys, you’re doing a fine job!

T
he leaves on my gooseberry, red

currant and blackcurrant bushes are

already falling and heading for winter

dormancy after producing lots of luscious

berries in this growing season.

The wet summer helped produce fantastic

harvests and I’ve eaten my fill of delicious

tarts and crumbles. There are still wonderful

jams in storage to savour right into winter.

The blackcurrants can now be pruned and

those branches that bore fruit removed. The

red currants and gooseberries, though, just

need the centre of the bush pruned to open

it up and improve air circulation. Then it’s a

general tidy up around these bushes before

I leave them to a well-earned rest.

At the bottom of the plot my pumpkin is

attempting to usurp as much ground as it

can. I never intended growing a pumpkin

this year but I was given a plant and as usual

couldn’t say ‘no’. It’s trailing all over one of

my compost heaps and trying to get onto

the plot. I’ve curtailed those shoots and I’m

training the main one up my path. I only

want a couple of modest-sized pumpkins to

keep my grandchildren happy at Hallowe’en!

The broad bean crop has long finished and

the tops have been consigned to my compost

heap, but it seems a shame to leave this

nitrogen-rich ground going to waste, so some

winter Savoy cabbages I’ve been given will

fit nicely in between the stumps of the spent

broad beans. There are still cabbage white

butterflies on the prowl, so nets and frames

I used to protect my strawberries will come

in handy over this patch of ground. Here’s

another crop that will meet my winter dinner

plate needs!

Looking even further ahead it’s time to

sow my spring cabbage seed. I’m growing

‘Wheelers Imperial’ for early winter greens

but the later ones will ‘heart’ up into proper

cabbages. These are sown in compartmental

trays in my greenhouse and will be grown on

into decent-sized plants before planting out

in the broad bean patch. The net will remain

over them throughout winter to prevent

hungry pigeons feeding on their leaves.

My last sowings of peas have germinated

well and the twiggy sticks that supported my

early crops of peas are quickly brought out of

As some crops head
for winter dormancy,
I keep looking ahead

Sowings for winter and spring

Plenty of growth on 
my ‘Sarpo’ potatoes

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

Winter cabbages 
fi t between broad 
bean stumps

O Sow last pots of beetroot
for a crop into winter

O Tie laden peppers to
support canes to stop
them falling over

O��Remove growing tips 
from the tomatoes to 
channel energy into 
swelling the fruit

 o o o
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Anglia Bulbs’ Giant Allium Collection is not to be missed, offering a selection of some of the best alliums at almost
half price!  It includes the magnificent Allium Globemaster bearing the largest flower head out of all the alliums.
The Allium Giganteum is one of the tallest alliums, ideal for a lovely, colourful vertical display in any flowering
border; their stems are generally stiff and hardy so they will most likely not require staking either!

All alliums are easy to grow in full sun or partial shade and in most soil types; they are also resistant to most pests
and diseases.  These bulbs will guarantee that everyone can grow something very special, that will grace your
garden for weeks at a time and reappear each spring for years to come. Bulbs in the collection are top size, 24up.

In addition to saving around 50% off the normal price you will also receive 5 Allium Purple Sensation free of charge

Allium Globemaster
Height 90cm

Allium Mount Everest
Height 125cm

Allium His Excellency
Height 90cm

Allium White Giant.
Height 130cm

Allium Giganteum 
Height 150cm

GIANT ALLIUM COLLECTIONS
Collection A 2 each of five varieties
 Total 10 bulbs £24.99
Collection B 3 each of the five varieties
 Total 15 bulbs £34.99
Collection C 5 each of five varieties
 Total 25 bulbs £54.98

01206 272728
www.angliabulbs.com

GIANT ALLIUM COLLECTION

£54.98

£24.99

£34.99

£4.95

£3.95

18-20 SEPT 2015
GREAT YORKSHIRE SHOWGROUND

PERFECT DAY OUT FOR ALL GARDEN LOVERS
•40th anniversary show •Inspiration Street show gardens

•NEW plant nursery pavilion •NEW harvest & hedgerow celebrations

•Giant vegetable show •Cookery theatre and specialist foods

•1000s of beautiful autumn blooms •Kitchen Garden Live

•Expert growing advice and demonstrations •Unique crafts and gifts

HARROGATE
AUTUMN FLOWE OW

Rated in top three gardening events by Which?Gardening

Save £2.50*per ticket
Book before Tuesday 8 September

flowershow.org.uk
01423 546157
*A booking administration charge applies per order North of England Horticultural Society



EXPERTS
The world’s fi nest share their tips for success

John’s early varieties
Your buds should be well into colour show

(visible petals) now, so you’ll need to

protect them from the elements with

polythene sheeting or corrugated panels.

Line your greenhouse with fleece or

muslin, paint the outside with Coolglass,

then bring your potted plants inside for

protection. This helps keep them cool and

gives the right conditions for the blooms to

develop. Chrysanths growing in the ground

in a frame will benefit from extra shading too.

On intermediates and incurves you’ll need

to change the bud bags from small to large,

remembering to transfer the date of colour

show onto the bigger bag. The flower will be

ready four to five weeks from that date.

Don’t spray plants now because you’ll risk

damaging developing petals. Cut any canes

that are taller than the bloom head to below

the flower to allow it to develop without

hitting the cane. Make sure plants are well

secured to their canes and try to keep beds

and pot surfaces weed free. Only water

on dry mornings (not evenings or wet

mornings), to keep humidity low. High

humidity at this stage can cause petal blight

or botrytis, which will cause petals to rot.

Gently remove any unwanted suckers on

the base of plants

or between leaf

growths on the

stems. Keep a

watchful eye out

for earwigs, which

can cause a lot of

damage. Catch

them at night by

torchlight when

you’ll see them

sitting on top of

the flowers.

Gardening with the

Budding
beauties!

‘Gigantic’ is
disbudded, leaving
just the crown bud

John’s wife Allyson
swaps bud bags
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Shading keeps
earlies cool
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National Early Chrysanthemum 
Champion for the past 20 years, 
John has also won the best 
exhibit award 15 times.

An RHS show judge and Associate 
of Honour, Ivor started growing 
chrysanthemums in 1972, was 
National Champion 22 times and 
has won 15 best exhibit awards. 

John Peace

& Ivor Mace

Ivor’s lates
I’m securing buds on my large exhibition 

varieties, which involves removing all 

side shoots and side buds, leaving just the 

crown bud – the central bud at the top. 

Varieties including ‘Shirley Primrose’, 

‘Ivor Mace’, ‘Jimmy Mottram’ and 

‘Gigantic’ have been secured 

already, but I’m doing 

‘Jessie Habgood’, ‘Duke of 

Kent’, ‘Peggy Ann’ and 

‘Harry Gee’ now.  

It’s by trial and error that 

we find out how long each 

variety takes to get to full 

bloom from securing the 

buds – like we know how 

long each variety takes to get 

to bud after stopping. 

As a general rule, 

decoratives and incurves should be 

secured around August 20 (except for the 

‘Fairweather’ family – this incurve needs 

an early bud, around August 5). Singles 

and anemones are secured around 

September 1. However, all gardens have 

different light levels, heights above sea 

level, soil types and locations, so it’s 

important to record your rooting, 

stopping and bud-securing dates so you 

can make adjustments if you need to.

As buds arrive I remove the spare stem 

on my plants, reducing large exhibitions 

from two stems to one, incurves from four 

to three and decoratives from three to 

two. I also top-dress pots with about 

2.5cm (1in) of final potting compost to 

encourage new roots, helping the top 

leaves to grow 

bigger and 

plants to fill out. 

The potting 

compost fertiliser 

will have run out long ago, so the 

chrysanthemums rely on supplementary 

feeding with a fertiliser containing a little 

more nitrogen than potassium, because 

nitrogen is the first to leach out of 

compost. Now I’m just using Solufeed 

4-1-2 to fill out the top of the plant under 

the bud. If you prefer a dry base fertiliser, 

add 1tsp Medwyn’s high-nitrogen base 

fertiliser with trace elements when you 

water each week. 

But take care not to over-feed because 

the plants must be kept turgid when the 

bloom starts to develop, by taking up as 

much water as they lose by transpiration 

on warm days. This only happens if the 

salt level in the pots is fairly low, which 

won’t happen if they’re overfed.

O On Saturday September 12 the National Chrysanthemum Society is holding its annual 

show at Bingley Hall Showground, Staffordshire. Come and see Ivor and John, 

and they will be very happy to give you any tips and advice. 
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Lynne part-owns Dibleys
Nurseries, specialist growers
of streptocarpus, begonias
and other houseplants, and
winner of 20 Chelsea golds.
Over the past 20 years, she’s

introduced 100 streptocarpus to cultivation –
10 with AGMs. Lynne is a member of the RHS
Tender Ornamental Plant Commi�ee and Hon
President of the British Streptocarpus Society.

Lynne Dibley

A
reas of the house that receive no

direct sunlight are difficult places to

grow houseplants. Although most

flowering plants would struggle in such a

position, it would be ideal for non-flowering

ferns and mosses. In addition, some plants

grown for their attractively coloured or

textured foliage are also happy in a shady

situation, for example, fittonia (snakeskin

plant), peperomia and Begonia masoniana

(iron cross begonia).

Hundreds of different fern species are

native in forests all around the world. Among

the most graceful is adiantum (maidenhair

fern) with more than 200 varieties. The

name maidenhair comes from the likeness

of the leafstalks to human hair. One of the

most common is

Adiantum

raddianum

Gardening with the EXPERTS

with leafstalks that start off a lovely

lime-green then darken as they unfurl and

mature with numerous heart-shaped fronds.

A moss that’s suitable to grow indoors is

Selaginella apoda (meadow spike moss) that

forms a dense, low-growing mound. There’s

also a golden form that attractively contrasts

with darker green foliage plants.

Green up
dull corners
indoors
Foliage plants bring
colour and texture
to dim areas

40 Garden News / August 15 2015

Both ferns and mosses like to grow out

of direct sunlight but do need good dappled

light for growth. Water plants lightly and

often, and regularly mist with water to keep

humidity levels high on the leaves. Fronds

turning brown at their edges are signalling

higher humidity is needed. Aim to keep the

temperature between 16 and 20C – cold

draughts or cold nights can be detrimental to

their longevity.

Low-growing fittonia is another good

choice for a shady spot. It has a creeping habit

and requires humid air, making it an ideal

companion for ferns and mosses. The leaves

have pink, red or white veins, giving rise to

their common name of snakeskin plant.

The leaves of peperomias are similar to

succulents, so they are more tolerant of the

compost drying out slightly between

waterings and don’t need misting.

Peperomias have a bushy, trailing or upright

habit and white-variegated, silver, purple

and plain green leaves, which add good

contrast in a foliage display.

Begonia masoniana is relatively tolerant

to low humidity levels but grows well out of

direct sunshine. The flowers are

insignificant and can be removed when

they appear. The gree ge has an

attractive puckered t with a dark

Their unusual
flowers often form
in conical spikes

Peperomia
are available
with different
coloured foliage
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brown cross at the centre. This low-growing

plant, up to 25cm (10in) tall, makes an

attractive feature when several are planted

together in a shallow bowl.

When grouping several different plants

together, position low-growing bushy and

creeping varieties in the foreground and

keep taller varieties to the rear. Make a

feature of high humidity-loving plants by

placing several together in a terrarium or dish

garden. A terrarium requires less misting

because there’s less air movement within its

enclosed space, whereas in a dish garden the

plants are more exposed to room conditions,

so prefer the relatively higher humidity of a

warm bathroom or kitchen.

O Continue deadheading floweringplants to encourage more blossom.
O Streptocarpus still have severalmonths of blooming ahead of themif they’re fed bi-weekly with ahigh-potassium liquid feed, ormonthly with slow-release tablets.
O Keep a lookout

for any pests
on plants,
especially
aphid and
whitefly at this
time of year.
If you see a
problem, hang
up a yellow
sticky trap.

Sticky traps
curtail pest
problems!

Left to right: 
hart’s tongue 
fern, adiantum 
and selaginella

Begonia 

masoniana with 
its distinctive 
cross-marked 
leaves

Wiry, hair-like 
stems of the 
maidenhair fern

Adiantum’s unfurling 
fronds are soft and 
green, darkening as 
they age

Keep them happy!

A good trick to keep these plants 

growing well is to place them on a 

shallow tray fi lled with damp gravel 

and as the water gradually evaporates 

from the gravel, the air above remains

more humid. 
Normal gravel or 
hydroleca both 
work a treat!

With its brightly-
veined leaves, 
fi 	 onia makes an 
impression!
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GEL COLBORN

The Proble

SOLV
With 60 years of gardening experience, Nigel has the answers

Why are ite
hostas going green?
QWhy r ‘Ghost

Spiri e green

rather than white? I started

them off on a windowsill

before gently introducing

them outside.

Mrs J Sowerby, Cumbria

APlants can only survive

if their leaves and stems

contain chlorophyll, the

chemical that gives them their

natural green colour. So in

nature, a s ta

‘Ghost Sp w s

are almost all creamy white –

has a lethal defect and couldn’t

survive in the wild.

Plants can be nurtured in

artificial conditions with only

modest amounts of the essential

green pigment but they will

always lack vigour.

Furthermore, hosta ‘Ghost

Spirit’ is one of the palest, most

sickly-looking varieties I’ve seen.

If any all-green shoots appear,

these will grow at the expense

of the white ones.

Hostas are hardy so you don’t

need to grow them indoors.

Plant yours outside, either in

pots or a bed of fertile, moist

QHow can I kill Japanese

knotweed? I’ve tried

Roundup and Resolva.

E R Moxon, Aston

AJapanese knotweed,

Fallopia japonica, isn’t easy

to kill. These plants don’t seed in

the UK but they self-propagate

readily from a running root

system and from fragments of

plant material taking root.

With such a persistent weed,

eradication is neither simple

nor quick. It will take years of

diligent work to get rid of.

Roundup and Resolva both

contain the same herbicide,

glyphosate. To be effective, they

must be applied to living foliage,

preferably when in fresh growth.

That will kill some of the roots.

Follow the instructions and

allow several weeks to elapse

after spraying, so you can see

how much material is dying.

When new shoots emerge, use

glyphosate again. And keep at it

until the last is gone.

What r l owers?
QLast May I was

impressed by a

National Trust garden where

orange fritillarias grew

among tall, blue,

delphinium-like flowers.

What might the blue plants

have been?

Miss J A Pike, Frome, Somerset

ABlue and orange is a

magnificent combination

and in the display you saw, the

blue flowers were probably

early-blooming monkshood

Aconitum anglicum. Closely

related to delphiniums, these

flower in spires and their

Blue flowers to team with bright orange

Anchusa
For summer zest, choose deep

orange marigolds whose bold

form will contrast with the

delicate, airy anchusa.

Forget-me-nots
Orange tulips positively glow

in spring when set against a

sea of brilliant sky-blue

forget-me-not flowers.

Brunnera
Add spring zing to a drier spot

with a frothy combination of

deep blue brunnera and hot

orange wallflowers.

but free-draining soil. If they

establish, they should produce

some white foliage. But you’ll

need to control or remove any

all-green leaves to prevent them

from taking over and smothering

the pale ones.

Rid knotweed 
with glyphosate
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‘Ghost Spirit’ has
largely all-white leaves
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Q I read in Garden News 

that ibuprofen is found in 

human urine and may aff ect 

plant growth. So do I not add 

urine to my compost heap? 

Kay Berry, Wells, 
Somerset

A Ibuprofen – 

like other 

non-steroid 

anti-inflammatory 

drugs – may well 

be persistent and 

can turn up in grou  

water, effluent from 

sewage farms and therefore

in rivers and other water courses.

No-one has yet shown what 

the precise effects are on plants 

and other wildlife. And effects 

aren’t all bad. Radishes grew 

li htl  ller in a trial I 

 out but lettuce 

y have grown 

ghtly larger.

For years, 

and water has

contained

traces of

excreted drugs,

om painkillers

ranquillisers.

ur best bet is to

stop worrying and make

your compost as before!

Q Why do some of my

spray-type border

chrysanthemums look as

though they’re about to open?

I wanted them to flower

in October.

Mary Lund, Stevenage

ABorder chrysanthemums

have a long season.

The earliest, developed from

Chrysanthemum rubellum,

will open in August whereas

AThere are no rigid rules with

these plants – though it makes

sense not to prune them when in

full growth with flowers about to

open. Once the last flowers are 

over you can deal with them at any

time as long as you’re done by early spring.

Autumn pruning is particularly suitable for Viticella types

grown through evergreens or into host-shrubs or trees with

winter interest. For plants grown on walls or frames, it’s fine

to leave them until spring if you prefer.

Yellow Tibetan clematis often flower late into autumn and

have lovely feathery seed heads. Varieties such as ‘Helios’ also

produce early flowers on last year’s growth, as well as the main

flush in late summer. You can leave those unpruned until the

seed heads stop looking pretty.

When do I prune?

Enjoy Tangutica
seed heads first

Q When should we prune our

yellow Tangutica-type 

clematis and small-fl owered 

Viticella varieties? 

James Pennington, near Stockport

Write to Your Questions
Garden News, Media House, Peterborough Business

Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA. Enclose an sae

Phone us
We solve your problems 01733 468835 Noon-1pm

Monday-Friday. Calls charged at UK national rate

Email
gn.le	ers@bauermedia.co.uk

Please include your full name and address

Social
Post your question

at facebook.com/

GardenNewsOfficial

Tweet your question

at twi	er.com/

GardenNewsMag

Can I 

transplant 

self-seeded 

forget-me-nots?

Malcolm Bond, 
Greater London
Early October is

the best time

to transplant

but if plants are

growing densely,

it wouldn’t hurt to thin

them, making a li	le space

between each plants. Doing

so results in stronger

specimens and reduces the

chances of mildew.

Why is my previously

healthy yucca now

disfigured?

Dorothy Hewi�,
Leicestershire
Fungal or possibly bacterial

leaf spot are catch-all

terms for a number of

common leaf diseases. I’m

afraid the damage is done

on the old leaves, but you

might be able to prevent

spread to the new ones by

spraying with a sulphur-

or copper-based fungicide.

Remove the worst-affected

lower leaves.

How do I get rid of the

greyish dust on my

courge
e leaves?

Mr J Pardoe, by email
The ‘dust’ is mildew – a

fungal disease that often

affects marrows and

courge	es in late summer.

Keep your crop well

watered and make sure the

plants are mulched, harvest

the courge	es while they’re

small, and remove the

worst-affected leaves.

A lot of black, spiky-

looking caterpillars 

were feeding on the 

leaves of our ne
 le 

patch, then gradually 

disappeared in early 

July. When will the

bu
erflies hatch?

Mrs D Hill, Norfolk
They’re probably peacock

bu	erflies, Aglais io. The

caterpillars will have

crawled to a sheltered spot,

moulted their final skin and

then emerged as a chrysalis

(pupa). This will have hung

head-downwards until

they hatch in late summer.

The adult bu	erflies will

hibernate this winter.

Can you identify this

large-growing tree with

beard-like blossom?

Glenys Evans, Llangollen
Ash-leaved maple or box

elder, Acer negundo, is a

North American species

that can grow about 15m

tall with a spread of 10m.

In Britain, smaller-growing

varieties ‘Variegatum’ and

pink-tinged ‘Flamingo’ are

more widely grown.

It’s safe to add
urine to compost

Chrysanths have a
long flowering season
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‘Emperor of China’, the latest 

variety in my garden, is at its 

best in early December. Your 

pink one is probably ‘Clara

Curtis’, which vies with ‘Early

Yellow’ to be first in colour.

A good way to delay flowering,

as well as to improve the plants’

performance is to carry out the

‘Chelsea chop’. Each year, in the

last week of May, cut some or all

of your border chrysanthemums

back to about two thirds of their

height.

The plants will respond by

branching more, thereby

producing more flowers that last

for longer. I also find that if you

divide up the clumps every

second year, re-planting small

sections, you end up with plants

that are more stocky and better

able to withstand autumn gales.
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A
lthough the weather’s

taken a nosedive recently

with occasional heavy

showers and overnight

temperatures down to 6C (42F),

the fruit and vegetable plot has

been very productive. The

biggest surprise has been

the large crop of good-sized

strawberries that continues to

emerge from vigorous plants we

thought had put all their

energy into leaf growth.

Black and redcurrants

have also done well, and

main-crop raspberries

are keeping us occupied

with daily picking for

the freezer, where

they’re stacked in open

trays. These and the

jars of jam already

stored will keep the

fresh fruit going way

beyond summer.

Our main vegetable

task has been pulling

out bean and pea

plants, removing all

pods, then shelling,

o t fr m
the g plot

sy bees
and best
bl o s

Over the

W
e’ve just celebrated

our golden wedding

anniversary with a

party for more than 100 family

and friends. We were doing the

catering, so we used potatoes 

and salad crops from the 

vegetable plot, although sadly 

there was a lack of ripe tomatoes 

and cucumbers. The flowers 

adorning our hall were also

picked from the new gold border.

Organising the party meant

we neglected the garden for

almost two weeks and, boy, had
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blanching, bagging and freezing

them. This has created planting

space for more winter brassicas.

The greenhouse peaches and

peppers are ripe for picking, but

the tomato crop is late this year

and I’ve removed some of the

lower leaves to encourage more

light and air penetration. Not one

entry appeared in the tomato

class at the local show.

All the hedges have been

cut, even the beech, which we

normally leave until late August,

but the exuberant growth

demanded a trim. Another

mid-September clip will set

them up for winter.

Trusty perennials such as

lavender, alchemilla and fuchsia

are coping with the wet weather,

and sweet peas have done well

so far. We picked them for indoor

display throughout July then

suddenly last week the keels

were massed with pollen beetles.

We placed the blooms in a dark

room with a window and the

beetles flew towards the light

source as dawn broke.

Trusty perennials
perform well

in borders

Our gorgeous
cut-flower patch
– ready to pick

Like peas in a
pod: ready for
the freezer

Juicy crop
continues
to emerge

Plump peaches 
are ready 
for picking

We’re trying our 
best to keep up
with courge	es P
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Tom
Pattinson

A garden full
of unusual
plants and a
big collection

of fruit and vegetables in
Alnwick, Northumberland.

Doreen &
Billy Driscoll

A large garden
in Newcastle
Emlyn, Wales,
with themed
areas and a

vegetable patch.

Crocosmia and 
phlox are thriving

Golden
time for
fl owers



Bright and
sunny coreopsis

the weeds grown. It took an afternoon and 

evening to weed the vegetable plot, and 

another whole morning to tackle the front 

garden, with copious trips to the compost 

heap with lots of wheelbarrow loads. 

Our two big daturas (angel’s trumpets) 

in blue pots hadn’t grown this year, so we 

used some gift vouchers we’d been given

to replace them with a cordyline ‘Southern

Splendour’ as a centrepiece, surrounded

by dianthus ‘Devon Cream’, fuchsia ‘Genii’,

gazanias in bright orange and creamy

white with red edges, and a yellow 

‘Non-stop’ begonia. 

The two pots on the patio are now full 

of bright colours instead of bare trunks. 

Ironically, when we dug out the daturas 

we found they’d broken shoots in several 

places so I’ll re-pot these pieces into 

smaller pots to see what happens. I’ve

had the daturas for about 20 years and

taken lots of cuttings from them, so

they’ve served me well, but it would be

nice if I can still keep them going!

New cordyline
and bright
bedding

Moisture 
lovers enjoying 
streamside living

T
he weather’s been

unseasonably chilly and dull,

although the accompanying

rain has benefited our dry, sandy 

soil. In between showers 

I’m deadheading and 

cutting back border 

plants that are 

past their best.  

In the 

vegetable 

garden I’ve 

cleared away 

the broad 

beans, which 

suffered 

dreadfully from 

blackfly, but the ladybirds in the

garden now should help. We’ve

made fresh sowings of beetroot,

spring onion and lettuce, and are

pulling some of the best carrots

we’ve ever grown. I made jam

from the last strawberries and

was amused to see a young

squirrel plundering the strawberry

bed daily for leftovers.

Our bees have been really busy

despite the changeable weather, and

we’ve harvested our first honey.

The cut flower patch is full of 

cornflowers, nigella, calendula, 

sweet peas, zinnias and dahlias. 

It almost looks too good to pick!  

In a DIY store, I snapped up a 

couple of coreopsis, a geum and 

an Iceland poppy – all good-sized 

plants for the princely sum of £1 

each. They just needed a good soak 

and deadheading, and are now 

filling gaps in our hot border.

Currently, my favourite plants 

are the two hydrangea ‘Red Red’ 

either side of the front door.

They replaced a pair of

pyracanthas that were

nothing but trouble,

the thorns puncturing

wheelbarrow and

bicycle tyres and

scratching us to bits

each year at pruning

time. They were hard

work to remove but

the hydrangeas

are such an 

improvement, it 

was well worth 

the effort!
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Joanna 
Daniels

A family garden 
in Astley Burf, 
Worcestershire, 
with recently 
developed 

beds and borders.

Our lavish 
gold border

Unusual 
hydrangea 
‘Red Red’

Our busy 
bees’ honey



SEED CATALOGUE
2015

ON ALL ORDERSOVER £40

www.mr-fothergills.co.uk

FLOWER SEED VEG SEED FRUIT EQUIPMENTBuy ANY 5 packets of SEED get the cheapest FREE!

ma e: un ow r Va i a ce S e Pa e 62 or d t i s

CLARE FOGGETT

W
e’re amazed at the height reached by some

of our hollyhocks. The tallest, shown here,

are 3.62m! They are all self-seeded. What a

great year it is for so many of our colourful plants – from

hydrangeas to roses and geraniums!

Ann Rowell, Downham Market
Clare says: They really are impressively tall – and look

very healthy for this stage in the season too.

Aiming high

Ann wins a £25 voucher from Mr Fothergill’s
for use in its mail-order catalogue. The

catalogue is packed
with a huge choice
of quality seeds and
exciting flower, fruit
and veg plants.

With the editor of Garden News

Pick of the

STAR
PRIZE
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Tarmac
toms!
Nature is marvellous! Somehow

a tomato seed was deposited

in a crack between our bungalow

wall and the driveway. We’ve

nurtured it and look forward

to the results!

Eddie Fuller, Norfolk
Clare says: They’ve come up

everywhere that I’ve spread my

home-made compost – makes me

wonder why we mollycoddle them!

Worth
the wait
A recent piece by Medwyn about

his 14-week celeriac programme

has made my day! I have tried to

grow this delicious veg for years

with no success (I am now 69).

But, to my great surprise, having

followed Medwyn’s advice to the

letter, I have just walked outside

to look at my seedlings and,

lo and behold, a dozen sturdy

celeriac plants are dancing. It

seems it’s never too late to try!

Jenny May, Derbyshire
Clare says: I think you’ll do

better than me this year – mine

don’t seem to be bulking up at all!

Crafty
creations
I just had to let you know how

much I love the Homegrown

page – you do a fantastic job!

I’m planning to make the rose

cupcakes next week for my

birthday. Please keep these pages

coming, along with all the other

brilliant articles! I’m an avid fan.

Alison Borton, by email
Clare says: Thanks Alison – lots

more to come, including crafts

and Sue Simkins’ recipes.

Flowering
free
This display at the front of my

house was mostly done with

free Garden News seeds,

especially the bedding dahlias.

Passers-by say what a glorious

sight it is. Thanks for the seeds!

Max Baldwin, Edenbridge, Kent
Clare says: That’s a pleasure

Max – glad you and your passers-

by are enjoying them. Your front

garden looks brilliant!

Hand-made
home
Do you like my new

summerhouse made from

pallets? The windows were

bought and the doors were being

given away, and apart from a few

extra timbers to strengthen the

roof, the rest is made entirely

from pallet wood. From here we

can enjoy our garden all summer

and well into autumn.

Wayne Gilbert, Sheffield
Clare says: That’s unbelievable

Wayne. You’d never know that

it was made from pallets! Plus

you’ve saved yourself a fortune.

Black death!
Regarding your comment on

ladybirds in the July 25 issue of

Garden News, I’ve seen only two

in my Lincolnshire garden this

year. I also noticed there were

fewer last year compared with

previous years. For the first time

in 20 years blackfly are attacking

my beetroot leaves. So where

have the ladies gone?

Joan McFarlane, by email
Clare says: I hope they’re just

having a bad year in some parts of

the UK – have any readers got lots?

Beautiful
blend
We always get blooms of two

different colours on this patio

rose but, for the first time, we also

have one bloom with the two

colours blended. Is this unusual?

Michael Locke, by email
Clare says: Colour mutations,

known as chimeras, are quite

common, but getting a stable

one that reoccurs isn’t. Why not

try propagating it to see if the

offspring has the same flowers?

Sock it to ’em
Despite being surrounded by

fields of maize, the local mice

prefer my sweetcorn. It’s so

frustrating – nurturing the plants,

checking daily for the moment it

reaches perfection, only for mice

to scamper in, strip back the
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leaves and help themselves to my 

ripe corn. Luckily, I’ve come up 

with a solution – pop socks! As 

soon as the tassels start to change 

colour, I slide a pop sock over the 

corn and wait for the moment 

when perfection is achieved. 

Then I throw it on the barbecue, 

strip back the leaves, singe off 

the tassels, and add a little salt 

and lots of butter. Heaven!

Charles  Broombank, Cheshire
Clare says: What a fantastic 

idea! I’m sure lots of GN readers 

will be raiding their drawers 

for pop socks now! 

The fi nal 
straw! 
I planted a straw bale garden in 

early June and we’re now picking 

tomatoes, dwarf and climbing 

French beans, and masses of 

courgettes. The bush squashes 

are about to flower and late-sown 

cut-and-come-again lettuce is 

almost ready for its first cut. 

Chris Baker, Shropshire 
Clare says: That looks like 

it’s worked really well for you. 

Have any other readers tried 

this technique?

Green living 
We were delighted to see bees 

using green material to close the 

chambers in our solitary bee 

house. However, my wife was less 

than pleased to discover that the 

material of choice was being 

taken from her rose bush! 

Fortunately, the rose is in a pot, so 

can be moved out of harm’s way. 

Then, presumably the leafcutters 

will revert to attacking my 

tomatoes, as they have in the 

past! Who would be a gardener?

Jim Stewart, Bristol 
Clare says: At least the damage 

they do is neat and tidy – unlike 

my tattered hostas! 

Water baby! 
I thought you might like to see 

a picture of my 13-month-old 

granddaughter Mathilda ‘helping’ 

with the watering. Obviously 

following in the family footsteps!

Glyn Alexander 
Clare says: She looks like she’s 

got it nailed. Always good to start 

training your helpers young!

Spurred on 
by scent 
Thank you, Garden News, for the 

sweet pea seed mixture given 

free with your magazine – the 

gorgeous aroma keeps me hoeing 

with delight on the allotment. 

Regular picking keeps my wife 

happy, too!

Richard Spiers, West Midlands 
Clare says: They’ve done well 

for you – mine are absolutely 

full of pollen beetles this year!

Although I love most hemerocallis, this whopper, 

‘Panic in Detroit’, tops all the others!

Gavin Jones, Facebook

Spo� ed while picking 

gooseberries – a ladybird 

emerging from its larvae!

Alison Paterson, Facebook

Colutea (senna bladder) seed 

pods. Children love to pop 

them when they fall!

John Bocking, Facebook

Small 
wonders
I would like to show off what 

I found in my mini patio 

greenhouse yesterday when 

tidying up – 13 ‘Galia’ melons 

in varying stages of 

development. I really 

thought there were just 

millions of straggly stems 

and leaves! 

I’m amazed that I have 

anything to show in such 

a tiny space (4sq ft, to be 

precise) after having two 

much larger greenhouses 

for years. My chilli plants 

and one ‘Gardener’s 

Delight’ tomato are 

thriving as well. 

I really can’t wait until 

next spring to start all over again. 

It shows that size isn’t everything 

after all!

Sue Bates, Norfolk 

Clare says: I know a certain 

Welsh allotment holder who will 

be very envious of a melon haul 

like that Sue! 
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NOW ONLY £9.99
HURRY – OFFER MUST END

AUGUST 25th

HARDY PERENNIAL
COLLECTION

72 PLUG PLANTS – WORTH £70

All products are covered
by theVan Meuwen

5 Star guarantee.Visit
our website for more

details, incredible special
offers and to requesta catalogue.

5
STARGUARANTEE

To place your priority order visit: 
www.vanmeuwen.com/VSOP580
Receive a FREE £5 VOUCHER when you order online!
Or call 0844 573 7431 9am-6pm 7 days a week quote code ‘VSOP580’
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

We won’t be beaten on Quality or Price! - Guaranteed

This all new, 72 plant hardy perennials
collection will fill your garden beds and
borders with summer long colour -year after
year. We have selected 12 exceptional varieties
for their stunning blooms, glorious fragrances,
elegant foliage and a broad range of heights.

72 wint
bloom year a ter year

  Flowers from May to late
November

  Fill all your beds and
 borders with spectacular
 displays

A. Eryngium Blue Hobbit – Spiky indigo fl owers, great
 in fl ower arrangements.

B. Aquilegia Mrs Scott Elliot – Beautiful mix of bi
 coloured blooms in bright colours.
C. Achillea Cassis – Bushy plants with lots of fl ower
 stems bearing masses of cherry red blooms
 throughout summer.

D. Delphinium Magic Fountains – Tall spires of blooms
 in blues, purples, white and pink.

E. Echinacea Primadonna Rose - Vibrant conefl ower in
 the most eye-catching shade of pink.

F. Gaura Sparkle White (NEW) - A fl urry of white
 ‘butterfl y’ fl owers on lush, bushy plants. Create your
 own fl owering summer hedge.

G. Verbascum Southern Charm (NEW) - Spires of
 fl owers in delightful pastel shades are superb
 in borders.

H. Doronicum Little Leo (NEW) - Charming, bright,
 golden daisy fl owers.

I. Coreopsis Early Sunrise - Golden yellow
 semi-double  fl owers.

J. Dianthus Arctic Fire - Eye-catching serrated edged
 fl ower featuring bold cerise centres contrast brilliantly
 against bright white.

K. Campanula Clips Blue – Ideal creeping plant for a
 raised bed or rockery.

L.  Foxglove Sugar Plum (NEW) - Enchanting lilac petals
 with deep purple throats are certain to attract 

attention as well as bees

ORDER FORM (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Please send to: Van Meuwen VSOP580, Admail ADM3952, Spalding PE11 1ZZ.

Please tick this box if you do not wish to receive offers from carefully selected companies. By supplying your email
address you give us consent to email you special offers from Van Meuwen. We will not pass your email address to a third
party. Products and delivery dates subject to availability. Van Meuwen is committed to supplying high quality products

to recreational gardeners and households for personal use. In accordance with the established custom
of the trade, Van Meuwen will in no case be liable for more than the actual amount paid for a particular
product. Your contract for supply of goods is with Van Meuwen. Full terms and conditions are
available on request or on our website at www.vanmeuwen.com. ©Van Meuwen 2015.

Email                                                                                                                                                         

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to‘Van Meuwen’ for £                                       
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Postcode                                            Telephone                                                                       

Order Code
VSOP580 

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Supplied as vigorous plug plants with easy to follow growing 
guide. Delivered throughout August and September, the perfect 
time to plant your summer garden - and when you use our 
exclusive Incredibloom® fertiliser you could enjoy up to
400% more blooms!

FREE 2015
Plant, Seed and
Bulb Catalogue

Out Now!
Please send me
my free copy

 { tick box }

or request online.

Code Item Description Price Qty Total

VJ59870 Hardy Perennials Collection 
    (72 plants) SAVE £61.89  £9.99

V52521
 Hardy Perennials Collection

    (144 plants) SAVE £125.78  
£17.98

V48786 Incredibloom® Fertiliser 750g £12.99
 P&P £3.95

            Grand Total

Exclusive Offer - 72 Hardy Perennials

Was £70 - NOW Just £9.99!
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DOWN

1 Grain husk separated from flour (4)

2 Section, component (4)

4 Wars of the ___, 15th-century

English civil war (5)

5 Historical period (3)

6 Rod on which a wheel turns (4)

7 and 8 Man! I Feel ___, 1999 hit

for Shania Twain (4,1,5)

11 Drink of fermented honey

and water (4)

14 Household tool (7)

15 Award-winning variety of Phlox

paniculata – Elvis? (3,4)

17 Strongest part of a castle (4)

18 ‘Bachelor’s ___’, common name

of Chrysanthemum parthenium (7)

19 Quick, wi
y reply to an insult (7)

21 West Highland fishing port (4)

24 Mature, ready for harvest (4)

SOLUTION TO No 30
ACROSS 5 Pipit 8 Biennial 9 Trade 

10 Veal 11 Nyssa 12 Log 15 Gossamer 

18 Acre 20 Buds 21 Rosemary 22 Tub

27 Liszt 28 Herr 30 Khaki 31 Illinois

32 World 

DOWN 1 Pine 2 Inula 3 Giant 4 Blossom 

5 Potassium 6 Pear 7 Tree 10 Vulgar

13 Gags 14 Bromeliad 16 Most 17 Rubber 

19 Prosaic 23 Stalk 24 Thing 25 Skew 

26 Pair 29 Rain

Hidden quotation ‘The blossom of

the pear tree is the most prosaic, 

vulgar thing in the world’.

Crossword number 30 winner is 

Mrs K Mason of Alverton, Penzance

26, 27 and 34 across Most recent 

developmental stage (5,2,3,3)

29 Li
 le’s comic partner! (5)

30 Spanish sparkling wine (4)

32 Use your eyes! (4)

33 Garden in the US (4)

36 ‘Dwarf’ rhododendron variety (3)

ACROSS

3 Common name of the shrub

Lavatera arborea (4,6)

9 Cut or gather a crop (4)

10 ___holding, land not

as big as a farm (5)

12 ___ Wilde, singer, garden

desiger and daughter of Marty (3)

13 ‘I had a li
le ___, Nothing

would it bear’ (nursery rhyme) (3,4)

16 Small Channel Island (4)

18 Farm storage building (4)

20 French hat? (5)

22 Excessive bureaucracy (3,4)

23 Perennial also known as

‘false goat’s beard’ (7)

25 Sparmannia, the ‘___ lime’ (5)

26 Work hard (4)

28 Finger-end protector (4)

31 Culinary herb with either

crinkly or flat leaves (7)

34 See 26 down

35 Tree of the alnus genus (5)

37 Tract of open heathery land (4)

38 Noticeable variety of

Lavatera clementii? (3,7)

W
hen all the answers

are in place, use the

following answers to

complete a quotation from Arts &

Crafts pioneer William Morris:

‘29 down or 10 across, [a garden]

should … 32 down 7 down

2 down 27 down 25 across.’

No.

32

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

 

ew plant food from the
aby Bio® Vitality range

This year there’s a radical new plant food 

range from a brand you know and trust: Baby 

Bio® Vitality. The range has a balanced formula 

that combines bio-stimulants and nutrients in 

one product.

Designed to optimise a plant’s development, 

this mix creates the ‘activator eff ect’ to ensure 

the plant absorbs the right nutrients at the right 

time in its life cycle.  

Top Growth Flowers is a plant food suitable 

for all kinds of fl owering plants and shrubs. It 

encourages fast and balanced growth for strong, 

healthy plants. Plants fed with this product 

produce up to 70 per 

cent more fl owers.  

Top Bloom 

produces bright, 

colourful and

long-lasting blooms

as the petals are

thick and uniform.

To win a 750ml

bo
 le of each product, send your crossword

plus the hidden varieties to Crossword

No 32, Garden News, Media House, Peterborough

PE2 6EA. The winner will be drawn on August 27.

WIN!

Boost fl owers 
with Baby Bio® 
Vitality
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Recipes Sue Simkins

Rustic
Onion Tart
This absolutely irresistible, yet

simple, tart of crisp buttery

pastry and savoury onions is so

easy to prepare. Serve warm or

cold with lightly dressed salad

leaves. A food processor makes

short work of the pastry.

INGREDIENTS

For the filling

700g (1lb 5oz) onions

15g (½oz) butter

1 tablespoon oil

1 level teaspoon Marmite

1 level teaspoon black treacle

Sprigs of thyme and coarse

ground black pepper, to serve

For the pastry

220g (8oz) plain flour

110g (4oz) cold salted butter,

diced, plus extra for brushing

3 tablespoons cold water

YOU WILL NEED A greased and

lined baking tray, greaseproof

paper or baking parchment,

baking beans and kitchen foil.

METHOD

1Cook onions slowly in butter

and oil, in a lidded pan. Once

translucent and softened, stir in

Marmite and black treacle. Cook

uncovered until the onions are

melting and golden brown.

2Meanwhile, whiz flour and

butter into fine crumbs. Add

water and whiz until forms large

clumps. Turn onto an un-floured

board and bring together gently,

and roll into a ball. Lightly flour

the board and rolling pin and roll

into a rectangle roughly the

thickness of a pound coin.

Transfer to prepared tray.

3Raise a low edge all the way

round and strengthen it by

holding one index finger inside the

rectangle whilst pressing the

pastry round it with the thumb

and index finger of the other hand.

Repeat until you have a fluted

border around the edge.

4Prick base, lay greaseproof

paper, cut to fit, inside and

fill with baking beans. Crumple

foil into tube shapes and tuck

around the outside edges to give

extra protection. Put in fridge to

firm up (this step s essential!)

while you preheat the oven to

200C/180C (fan oven). Bake for

10-15 minutes until golden.

5Once cool enough to handle,

remove baking beans and

paper. Brush base with melted

butter and spread onions over.

Scatter with thyme and pepper.

Bake for another 10-15 minutes,

until onions are just beginning

to catch.
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These recipes put this veg patch stalwart
in the starring role!

Serve with warm,

crusty bread

Tas ways ith
your onion crop

A
lthough onions store well and can last

you for months after harvesting, don't

just use them as a basic ingredient.

Cooked slowly, their sweetness and flavour really

comes to the fore, transforming this essential,

everyday ingredient into something much more

special. So, if you've harvested a bumper crop

this year, give these recipes and ideas a try!
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Brilliant

in a buttie

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn

Surfer’s 
Chips
You may have noticed this 

satisfying snack in beach cafés 

around the country – they 

usually use raw white onion, 

but cooked red onion is gentler 

and sweeter. Pop some decent 

quality oven chips in the oven 

(following their instructions). 

Remove from oven after five 

minutes and top with thin 

slices of onion. Return to oven 

and finish cooking. When 

cooked and piping hot, scatter 

with grated cheese and serve 

immediately.

Mayo Version

Proceed as before but leave 

out the cheese. Serve with 

mayonnaise and salad.

Beach Buttie

Sandwich either of the 

above in a floury bap and 

serve with salad leaves.

INGREDIENTS 

(fills two average 

jam jars)

750g (1lb 10oz) red onions

3 tablespoons oil

25g (¾  oz) golden caster 

sugar

4 tablespoons balsamic 

vinegar

Salt and coarsely ground 

black pepper 

METHOD

1Peel onions, slice 

vertically and remove 

any central shoots that may 

be forming. Cut across 

several times into small, 

square, even pieces.

2Cook onions gently in oil 

for 30 minutes, in a 

lidded pan. Stir occasionally. 

Once onions are soft and 

translucent, add sugar and 

stir gently until dissolved.

3Add vinegar, stir 

thoroughly and cook, 

uncovered, over a very low 

heat for an hour or until they 

are soft and sticky and the 

vinegar has mellowed.

4Season to taste. Store 

in fridge and use within 

a week.

Brandy adds warmth and 

depth to this classic soup. 

INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4)

1kg (2lb 3oz) onions, sliced

15g (½  oz) knob of butter 

1 tablespoon oil

1 generous tablespoon 

brandy (or dry sherry)

1 teaspoon sugar

1l (2pt) hot beef or 

vegetable stock

Thyme leaves 

to garnish 

(optional)

METHOD

1Sweat onions in butter 

and oil over a moderate 

heat, until soft and 

translucent. Remove lid 

and cook until onions are 

reduced and darkening.

2Turn up heat and add 

brandy and sugar. 

Cook for 2-3 minutes, then 

add hot stock and reduce 

heat. Simmer gently for 

10-20 minutes.

3Serve in warmed bowls 

with crusty bread or 

triangles of toasted cheese.

French Onion Soup 

Red Onion Relish

Old-Fashioned Bread 
and Butter Onions

Next w
eek: E

njoy sweet, 

tasty raspberries

Lay one thinly sliced red onion 

on a plate and sprinkle with a 

teaspoon of sugar and a capful 

of cider vinegar. Weigh down 

with another plate and

refrigerate overnight. Eat

with bread and butter, or

in salads and sandwiches.
ious 

with cheese!



FREE

P&P
WORTH £4.95  

ON ALL
ORDERSA

beautiful, compact

shrub for sheltered

borders and containers,

and sporting exotic single

white blooms with an

intoxicating fragrance that

is simply divine, gardenia

‘Kleim’s Hardy’ is the first of

its kind that can be grown

outdoors all year round.

Its glossy evergreen

foliage provides the perfect

backdrop for the exquisite

blooms in summer, and it

rejoices in a five-star rating

from Thompson & Morgan

customers.

Height and spread:

90cm (3ft). Supplied in

9cm (3½in) pots.

OBuy 1 potted plant

for £9.99, saving £3

OBuy 2 potted plants

for £14.99, saving £5

Thompson & Morgan

A gardenia for all seasons!

Don’t forget to add...

HOW TO ORDER

made payable to Thompson & Morgan (with name and address on
the back) OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

Online www.thompson-morgan.com/gn249. Subscribers go to
www.thompson-morgan.com/gn250 to claim your 10% discount
Phone 0844 573 1686 quoting GN249 (quote GN250 if a subscriber).
Calls cost 7p per minute, plus your telephone provider’s access charge

By post Complete the order form, fill in your details and send it
with payment to Garden News, Gardenia Offer, Dept GN249/GN250,
PO Box 162, Ipswich IP8 3BX. If paying by cheque, please make payable
to Thompson & Morgan and write your name and address on the back.
Or you may complete your credit/debit card details

Gardenia despatched from August 2015. All other items will be
acknowledged by letter or email to advise of despatch date. Offer closes
August 30 2015. If this offer is oversubscribed, we reserve the right to
send suitable substitute varieties. Please note that your contract for
supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich
IP8 3BU. All offers are subject to availability.

YOUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES Bauer Media (Publishers of Garden News) may also like to contact you by post or phone. Please tick if you do not wish to be contacted by us Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q By entering your e-mail address you are choosing to receive email from time to time from Garden News. We will never pass these details to any other organisation.

CODE ITEM PRICE SUB PRICE QTY TOTAL

TCF10521
Gardenia ‘Kleim’s Hardy’  
x 1 potted plant. 

£9.99
SAVE £3

£8.99

TCF10897
Gardenia ‘Kleim’s Hardy’  
x 2 potted plants.

£14.99
SAVE £5

£13.49

TCF56850P Large Patio Pot & Saucer £9.99 £8.99

P&P £4.95 £4.95 1 £0.00

GN subscriber number (if applicable)

GN249/GN250 TOTAL  £

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

BIGGER SAVINGS

for Garden News subscribers!

This large and handsome plastic Patio Pot & Saucer is perfect 

for your patio displays, and ideal for all bedding plants.  

The pot measures 30cm (12in) tall and 38cm (15in) wide.

O  1 x pot & saucer, £9.99
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FREE

Erigeron

‘K
ew

Profusion’*

S
pecifically hand-picked

from our nursery for your

enjoyment, these hardy

perennial specimens will be the

talk of the town. New breeding

programmes have meticulously

nipped and tucked, doubled and

twisted to perfection. The pom-

pom-shaped, fragrant flowers

make perfect cutting specimens

due to their strong stems, but it is

only upon closer inspection that

the true opulence of these plants

is experienced. They thrive in

containers and borders, and are

perfect for pollinating insects.

Echinacea ‘Marmalade’

NEW Echinacea
‘Pineapple Sundae’
The first double bright golden-

yellow blooms, with drooping

outer ray petals. Available only

while stocks last!

Hayloft Plants

HOW TO ORDER

made payable to Hayloft Plants (with name and address on the back)
OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

By post Cut out order form and send orders to Garden News Reader
Offer, PO BOX 2020, Pershore WR10 9BP.

To order online Visit www.hayloftplants.co.uk/ROGN15

To order by phone Call 01386 426245 and quote ROGN15

All plants will be despatched in 14 days unless stated otherwise.
Online orders will receive an order acknowledgement via email with
approximate delivery date. Offer closes September 30, 2015.

All items are subject to availability; we reserve the right to send suitable
substitutes or for paid for items, offer a refund. If demand exceeds
anticipated volumes for free items, we retain the right to replace with
products of a similar retail value with no further notice. Offer available
to UK addresses only. Reader Offers cannot be used in conjunction with
any other promotions or discounts. Please tick here if you prefer not to
receive offers from any company other than HayloftT.

YOUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES Bauer Media (Publishers of Garden News) may also like to contact you by post or phone. Please tick if you do not wish to be contacted by us Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q By entering your e-mail address you are choosing to receive email from time to time from Garden News. We will never pass these details to any other organisation.

CODE ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

ROGN15-33PTES01 Echinacea ‘Strawberry Shortcake’ (1 plant) £12

ROGN15-33PTEM01 Echinacea ‘Marmalade’ (1 plant) £12

ROGN15-33PTEB01 Echinacea ‘Southern Belle’ (1 plant) £12

ROGN15-33PTEP03
Echinacea Doubles Collection
(3 plants – 1 of each) Save £10

£26

ROGN15-33PTEC03
New Echinacea ‘Pineapple Sundae’
(3 plants) Save £10

£26

3 free Erigeron ‘Kew Profusion’ Worth £15 FREE 1

Postage £5.99

TOTAL £

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

Get 3 FREE Erigeron ‘Kew Profusion’, worth £15, when you order this mix of 3 plants*.

Twice-as-nice 
echinaceas!

3 FREE 
PLANTS 
WORTH

£15*

Echinacea
‘Southern Belle’

Subscribe now for £1 an issue! Go to www.greatmagazines.co.uk/gn August 15 2015 / Garden News 53

The first two-toned double

echinacea has large flowers in

June. As the blooms age, the top

cone becomes strawberry pink.

Echinacea 
‘Strawberry 
Shortcake’Bright magenta-pink blooms 

with spiky centres and 

reflexed petals. This variety 

looks great planted with 

blue-flowering plants. 

Hot paprika and burnt orange spring to mind. Its petals curl over, 

protruding from its mophead centre and creating an interesting 

plant skeleton in autumn. 
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Terrariums or miniature indoor gardens

make a lovely display on a windowsill

or table. To get you started, we have

chosen the following collection that

will flower continuously over several

months. You will receive 2 plugs each of:

Primulina tamiana whiteO Petrocosm

with a touch of lavenderO Petrocosmea iodioides purple blue.

Our offer price is £11.95, saving more than £9 on the

catalogue price. Delivery from late August.

To orde  tel: 01733 840111

5 FREE allium bulbs
for every reader

HOW TO ORDER

made payable to Garden News (with name and address on the back)
OR charge my Visa/ Mastercard / Maestro card with:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

Fill in the form and send to

GN Offers (15/08),
PO Box 136,
Coates,
Peterborough
PE7 2FE,
or call 01733 840111.

Offer closes September 12, 2015. All offers are subject to
availability. Plant offers open to UK readers only. Overseas
readers, please phone for details of availability. Garden
News does not accept responsibility for coupons that are
lost, delayed or filled in incorrectly.

Please allow 28 days for delivery unless stated otherwise.
Guaranteed to arrive in good condition or your money back.

YOUR DATA PROTECTION PREFERENCES Bauer Media (Publishers of Garden News) may also like to contact you by post or phone. Please tick if you do not wish to be contacted by us Q or by carefully selected
partner organisations Q By entering your e-mail address you are choosing to receive email from time to time from Garden News. We will never pass these details to any other organisation.

These late-summer-flowering varieties

bloom during July and August and

grow 35-50cm (14-18in) tall. Allium

carinatum pulchellum AGM has

violet-pink flowers and grows to

roughly 45cm (18in) tall. Send for

5 bulbs for just £3.95 – to cover

postage and handling costs – or

get them free when you order our

super late-summer-flowering allium

collection, comprising 5 bulbs each

ofO Allium cernuum pendulous

flowers of deep rose-pink and

O A. flavum AGM, lemon-yellow;

and 3 bulbs ofO A carinatum pulchellum album AGM pure white.

Our offer price is £14.95, saving more than £3 on the catalogue

price. Delivery from mid September.

Garden/Car Washing 
Spray Gun
Save nearly £14 on the catalogue price of 

this six-pattern spray gun with trigger grip 

handle and reservoir for liquid soap, pesticide or fertiliser. It’s made 

from tough plastic with a locking clip on the handle for continuous 

feeding/washing, and the detachable reservoir holds 100ml (3½fl  oz) 

liquid with control button to alter fl ow. An adjustable nozzle gives 

six patterns: flat, jet, shower, centre (gentle fl ow), soaker and cone.

Use it as a lawn and plant feed applicator or to clean greenhouses, 

windows, patios, decking, cars and caravans. Supplied with a 1.9cm 

(¾in) BSP accessory connector for easy connection to a standard 

1.25cm (½in) hose. Garden News subscribers can save a further £2 

by entering your subscriber number on the coupon.

Our off er price is £14.99 for subscribers and £16.99 

for non subscribers. Please allow 14 days for delivery.  

5
FREE

BULBS!
*JUST PAY £3.95

POSTAGE

JUST PAY

£3.99
POSTAGE

MONEY OFF
for Garden News subscribers

OFFERS

Signature

Issue No.
(Maestro/Switch) Security No. Postcode

Address

Tel. Email Address

Start Date

Title Initial Surname£

£

Expiry Date

Card No.

5 FREE Dwarf iris bulbs for every reader
Dwarf iris grow to just 15cm (6in) tall and fl ower from early January 

into April. They’re ideal for pots on the patio or any sunny well-drained 

position in a border or rockery. The reticulata variety ‘Spot On’ has rich 

purple fl owers with white falls splashed yellow. Send just £3.99 to cover 

postage and handling of 5 bulbs, or get them free when you buy our 

special dwarf iris collection of 5 bulbs each of new reticulata varieties: 

O�‘Scent-sational’ strongly scented, purple 

O�‘Eyecatcher’ blue, white and yellow 

O�‘Sunshine’ golden yellow  

O�‘White Caucasus’ pure white 

and O�I. histrioides ‘Finola’ 

white with blue markings.

Our off er price is £18.95, 

saving more than £12 on 

the catalogue price. Delivery 

from early September.

ITEM PRICE QTY TOTAL

FREE Allium carinatum pulchellum bulbs (5 bulbs) £3.95 
postage

Late-summer-fl owering allium collection ( 13 bulbs, plus 5 free) £14.95

FREE dwarf reticulata iris ‘Spot On’ (5 bulbs) £3.99 
postage

Dwarf iris collection (25 bulbs, plus 5 free) £18.95

Terrarium collection (6 plug plants) £11.95

Garden/Car Washing Spray Gun Subscriber no______________________________ £14.99

Garden/Car Washing Spray Gun Non subscriber £16.99

Postage (regardless of size of order). Don’t add if you’ve just ordered free items £1.95 £1.95

TOTAL  £
 

Terrarium collection

Primulina 
tamiana 

Petrocosmea iodioides Petrocosmea grandifl ora



www.greenhousebonanza.com
ur range of greenhouses, lean-to’s,and greenhouse related equipment visit

Call for a FREE BROCHURE on

01242 662926

HOUSESENHOUSESENHOUSES
ONONONSummerSummerSummer

DealsDealsDeals
REE
hading
Screen

& Auto Vents
with any Halls

Greenhouses Purchase

Offer Available
Until 31st Augus

Worthupto£21

HallsGlazingGasketVentomaticSquareHeadNuts

We also specialise in Spares & ReplacementParts -
includingGlass! Call - 01242662962

ToughenedGlass

When you buy a Growhouse Greenhouse (Offer Ends 31st August 2015)
FREELouvreVent

& Autovent

0800 028 0942 www.gardenessentials.co.uk

Weed PullerTelescopic Garden Cutter

ONLY £73.00 ONLY £26.99

SAVE £13.00SAVE £26.99

REACH UP TO 6m AS SEEN ON TV

Momentum Mower

ONLY £149.00

SAVE £50.99

NO POWER NEEDED

FOR FULL DETAILS ANDYOUR FREE BACK PACK CATALOGUE
CALL 01704 542373 or E-MAIL gn@medesign.co.uk
POST (no stamp needed) name & address details quoting 15-GN8

MEDesign Ltd, FREEPOST, Southport, PR8 1BR ✂

NOTHING COULD BE THAT GOOD
Mrs B, Kent

I have had a back problem all my life. Over the
years arthritis has set in and made it worse.
I only wish that I had bought my Backfriend

when I first saw it advertised, instead of thinking
nothing could be that good. It can and it is.

We also manufacture and supply more than
100+ other products related to back pain.

DOES GARDENING MAKE 
YOUR BACK ACHE?

at Home Driving Working Relaxing

USE the MEDesign® Backfriend®

It is a back support designed to support both the lumbar and
thoracic regions of the spine and thus offers positional

relief from back pain wherever you sit.
It makes a bad seat good - and that is what you need.

Travelling

Portable

Flower GatherersKneeler SeatsSwivel Cushions

Offers
positional relief

from back pain

Used by more than 500,000 people in 37 countries

British product made by MEDesign® here in the UK

Light and portable for use in any seat

Height adjustable back

7 colours available

�
�

�
�

�

14 day home trial�
12 month guarantee�

HOW WRONG CAN I BE - Mr F, Lancs
I purchased one of your Backfriends 3 months

ago. When it arrived I thought, this is going to be
absolutely useless. How wrong can I be.  Before
I purchased this I could only drive for about 15
miles. 6 weeks ago I made 2 journeys of over
200 miles each. I cannot thank you enough for

making this wonderful device, it has brought
back the joys of motoring. Many thanks.
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Postfix Slotted 

Concrete Fence

Post Brackets

No Drilling -

Just Clamp On!

THE QUICKEST Way to Fix 
Garden Decor to

Slotted Concrete and
Solid Concrete Fence Posts

www.postfix.plus.com
Tel: 01268 560680

Order direct online at
www.dejager.co.uk to get a 10% discount

By Appointment to
HRH The Prince of Wales

Supplier of Garden Flower Bulbs
P. de Jager & Sons Limited

Kent

Top Quality, Top Size Bulbs
Flower Bulb Specialists Since 1868

For a FREE Catalogue   Tel: 01622 840229

To advertise,
please call 01733 366376

MISCELLANEOUS

GREENHOUSE DIRECTORY

BULBS

MISCELLANEOUS

01246 451077
www.twowests.co.uk

Two Wests (GN), Carrwood Road,

Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, S41 9RH

Two Wests and Elliott

Quality Equipment
for Greenhouse and Garden

2 Free Catalogues
Over 2000 Quality Products

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

NATIONAL FRUIT TREE 
SPECIALISTS

Huge selection of Top Fruit trees, 
Soft Fruit plants, Family trees, Ballerina 
Trees, Grapes, Kiwis and so much more. 

POTTED SOFT FRUIT AVAILABLE FOR 
DESPATCH NOW - VISIT WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

DEACONS NURSERY (GN)
Tel: (01983) 840750 or 522243 

Email: info@deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk 
www.deaconsnurseryfruits.co.uk

FRUIT TREES

GARDENING DIRECTORY
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Every plant lover's favourite day out

Chillington
Traditional Garden Tools

www.Chillingtontoolsonline.co.uk
Or ring for a brochure on 01902 826826

The Chillington Range of Hoes and Garden 

Tools can now be purchased online at:

 
 

� �

STREPTOCARPUS, SAINTPAULIAS
AND UNUSUAL HOUSEPLANTS

For your FREE colour
catalogue which includes

new Streptocarpus
varieties for 2015, Achimenes,
Begonias, Primulina, Coleus

and exotic houseplants.
Please telephone or write to:-

Dibleys Nurseries, Dept GN, Llanelidan, Ruthin, 
Denbighshire LL15 2LG

Tel: 01978 790677 www.dibleys.com

Cants
of Colchester
Established in 1765

FREE 250th ANNIVERSARY 48 page 2015 rose catalogue

It is packed full of advice with beautiful photos & descriptions of our  
Mail Order Roses.  All guaranteed by our 250 years experience

CANTS OF COLCHESTER LTD, Dept GN, Nayland Road,  
Colchester, Essex CO4 5HA. Tel: 01206 844008 Fax: 01206 855371

Email: enquiries@cantsroses.co.uk

Visit: www.cantsroses.co.uk

BARE ROOT ROSES AVAILABLE TO ORDER FOR AUTUMN

www.apuldramroses.co.uk
01243 785769

POTTED ROSES STILL AVAILABLE FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY
100’s of varieties from old favorites to new introductions

Friendly helpful advice always available

WATER GARDENING

TOOLS

ROSES

PLANTS

MISCELLANEOUS

Tel: 01672 519994

Polytunnels from 8’ to 24’ wide
Replacement Covers 

Accessories and Spares
Free Brochure

Ferryman Polytunnels, Westleigh, 
Morchard Road, EX17 5LS

01363 84948
info@ferrymanpolytunnels.co.uk 
www.ferrymanpolytunnels.co.uk

SEEDSPOLYTUNNELS



An outstanding cottage garden

IL GIA
‘McKana Giants’

WORTH
£1.99

Don’t miss out!
NEXT
WEEK

FREE SEEDS!
Aquilegia ‘McKana Giants’

GENIUS
Gardening

Nuggets of pure wisdom

O Best alternatives for problem plants

O Container competition winners revealed

Quite literally anything 
can be a container!

Gardening 
on a budget
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T
here’s no end to the amount you 
can spend on the garden, but most 
of us don’t have bottomless pockets! 

Being frugal in the garden is gratifying, 
great for the wallet and environmentally 
friendly, too – but what are some good ways 
to pinch the pennies?

1
Don’t be shy: ask neighbours for 
cuttings if you see a great plant in 
their garden – it’s free and bound to 

do well in your garden, too, if conditions 
are similar. Just be prepared to return 
the favour! Also, make your own compost 
– it’s very satisfying, free, and you know 
exactly what’s in it.
Melissa Mabbi� , garden writer

2
We live in an area with lots of horses 
– free manure for plant food!
Ashley Jones, Twi� er

3
Old net curtains attached to a frame 
make very good fruit cages.
Hazel Lawes, Facebook

4
For container gardening, I buy 
50p washing-up bowls from the 
pound shop and drill holes in 

the bottom. In my garden, absolutely 
everything gets used as a plant pot, 
from old boots and wellies to children’s 
toys. I reuse compost bags as liners, 
and used compost from pots goes on 
the borders. I keep polystyrene packaging 
to help with pot drainage, and my basket 
hanger on the fence is made from a metal 
coat hanger! My biggest expense is 
compost, and the one thing I won’t 
skimp on is tools. 
Diana Hudson, Facebook

5
Visit car-boot sales for people 
who are selling on pots. I’ve found 
some really large ceramic ones 

for less then £2.
Amor Espana, Facebook

6
Upturn old wine bottles in the soil 
as thrifty border edging, or use 
corks on skewers as plant labels. 

Plus, simply keep all of the little plastic 

pots your plants come in for new 
seedlings – why buy shop-bought ones
when you get them free?
Karen Murphy, features editor 

7
Propagate, propagate, propagate!
Take every opportunity to create
more plants for free. Leave a small

area in your garden as a nursery bed
to grow on small plants and then plant 
out in autumn and spring. Also, never 
turn down an offer of a wooden pallet. 
They can be used for so many purposes 
– a makeshift table or bench, a vertical 
planter or instant fence repair kit. 
Ian Hodgson, editor-at-large

8
My border was made with free 
seeds from Garden News! I raked 
soil bare in spring, mixed the seeds 

in a pot and sprinkled them on – I’m so 
pleased with the result and the bee’s love 
it. Plus, I use nappies in my hanging 
baskets – they help retain water.
Line� e Lomax, Facebook

9
Check the seed racks at your 
garden centre at the start of the 
summer holidays because they 

often sell off old stock very cheaply at 
that time of year.
Gareth Richards, garden writer

10
Buy smaller plants! It sounds 
simple, but if you buy smaller 
shrubs, it’s so much cheaper 

and they’ll grow – many quite rapidly. 
Plus, they often transplant more easily. 
Buy plants and other garden sundries 
in bulk, too – go online for some nursery 
deals, and share with or sell to friends 
if you’re swamped!
Clare Fogge� , editor

Egg shell seedling pots 
will rot down nicely and 
give nutrients to your soil



3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
1. Visit: YouGarden.com/GN322
2.  Telephone: 0844 6 569 569

Calls charged at 5p/min plus your network provider’s access charge.

3.   By post using the coupon
YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ
Offer available while stocks last. © YouGarden Ltd 2015

ALWAYS

USE

CODE:

GN322

ADVERT CODE: GN322
 ITEM OFFER DESCRIPTION  PRICE QTY SUB TOTAL

  BUY ONE GET ONE FREE - THAT’S 50% OFF! 
 

680077
 60-70cm ‘Tri-Coloured’ Oleander -

Red, White & Pink in 1 Pot Normally £19.99 Each
£19.99

NOW 2 For £19.99 - SAVE £19.99!

These SPECIAL OFFERS go perfectly with your Tri-Coloured Oleander

Pair of Patio Standard Plaited Bay Trees NOW750035
60cm Tall Potted Trees £29.99

Join The YouGarden Club today and
820001 SAVE 10% ON EVERY ORDER! £10.00

Was £20, Now £10. SAVE £10

Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined The YouGarden Club

Add PP&I £6.99

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

Post to: YouGarden, PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

Delivery to UK Mainland only. A £6.00 surcharge
will apply to the following postcode areas: AB, BT,
DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28, KW, PA20-80,
PH19-50, TR21-25 & ZE. See website for full details.

Please tick here if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from us.
Yes, I would like to sign-up to the FREE YouGarden Newsletter.

© YouGarden Limited 2015.

I enclose cheque/PO payable to
YouGarden (name & address on back) for £__________________
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro card:

Card  Security
No.  No.

Start Expiry Maestro 
Last 3 digits on reverse

Date Date Issue No.

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss First Name Surname

Address

 Postcode

Email Tel.

OUR DOUBLE GUARANTEE TO YOU
1. If you’re not totally happy with your order, return it
within 30 days and we’ll replace or refund in full.
2. Should any hardy plants fail to thrive thereafter,
we’ll replace free of charge – you just pay the PP&I!

Peter McDermott
Head Gardener

3-times the flower power from a single pot
Flowers from May-Sept – the blooms contrast
beautifully against the rich evergreen foliage
Attracts beneficial pollinators to your garden
  Low maintenance, easy to grow and winter 
hardy to -5ºC!

Important: Contact with 
oleander foliage and its
sap may irritate the skin.
All parts of the Oleander
plant are toxic if ingested.
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  oxicating fragrance and the blooms
  against the rich, green foliage.

 sweet perfume attracts myriad friendly, 
  llinators to your garden. Oleander

 ly love hot dry weather yet they are 
 ly happy in conditions down to -5ºC! 

 w maintenance and, with a long 
  from May through to September you 

 nstant year-round impact on your
 .
  opportunity to buy something truly 

 ll give your garden a real point of 
 e pretty plants are a rarity and, to date, 
  ecret by our Mediterranean grower 

friends, so you will not commonly fi nd them available – 
get yours now whilst the strictly limited stock lasts.
Each Tricolour Oleander plant is supplied in a 19cm pot.

Our ‘Mediterranean Secret’... add something truly special to your patio or
balcony and give your garden a real point of difference – a genuine rarity!

BONUS OFFER

Pair of Patio Standard
Plaited Bay Trees
FANTASTIC VALUE! Dress your 
doorway in style with this perfect 
pair of Patio Standard Plaited-Stem 
Bay Trees... Look great, taste great 
and winter hardy too! Pair of 
60cm Tall Potted Trees.

Only £29.99 for a pair

Unique
plaited stem

ean er
Tricolour

60-70cm Tall Potted Plants

WHEN YOU BUY TWO
FOR JUST £19.99

HALF PRICE!
WHILST STOCKS LAST

NOW ONLY

£9.99
EACH

Clay pot
for illustrative
purposes only

WINTER
HARDY
TO -5ºC

G
RVALU

SAVE
£19.99

Pretty pink Bright white Rich red

Three colours
combine in a single
pot for 3-times the

fl ower power!

NOW

50%
OFF!

“ NEW! Sweetly Fragrant ‘Tri-Coloured’ Oleander
        



T&M WORLD E XCLUSIVE

Hardy beauty to give years of 
colourful beds and borders

Flowers until first frost

Prolific, richer, vibrant blooms

Weather and slug tolerant

Our top seller within weeks of its launch

Penstemon ‘Wedding Bells’ Mixed
Those trusted bedding favourites, antirrhinums, have a new 
rival! Penstemon ‘Wedding Bells’ Mixed will bloom longer than 
snapdragons – right up to the fi rst frosts – is more colourful and you 
won’t fi nd a speck of rust in sight! This compact mix combines the 
neat habit of a bedding plant with the resilience, slug tolerance 
and weather resistance of the larger border penstemons. Look 
forward to a crescendo of colour that lasts from midsummer
right through to autumn, long after other bedding plants have 
faded. And, better still, these perennial beauties won’t need 
replacing every year. Height and spread: 45cm.

Flowering Period: June to October. Supplied as vigorous plug 
plants with full growing instructions - and when you use our 
exclusive Incredibloom® fertiliser you can enjoy up to 400% more 
blooms!. Dispatched August/September.

12  PLANTS
24 PLANTS

£9.99

24 PLANTS
48 PLANTS

£14.99

100%
EXTRA FREE

Buddleja Collection
- Just £9.99 + £10 Voucher

The most popular garden 
plant just got better!
Our triple award-winning DWARF 
B tterfl y bush is perfect for small 

rdens and patios. Hundreds 
f heavenly scented white, 
genta and sky blue fl owers 

m in a compact
habit attracting butterfl ies to
your garden.

Supplied August/September. 

When ordering online please use order code TSOP528 to access our special of fers

Tel: 0844 573 7414 9am-6pm 7 days a week
Maximum call charge for BT customers is 7p per minute. Calls from other networks may vary.

www.thompson-morgan.com/TSOP528
Receive a FREE £5 VOUCHER when you order online!

The best quality plants and

performance you’ll ever receive or 

your money back.
100% Quality Satisfaction GuaranteePlease send to: Thompson & Morgan, Dept TSOP528, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU.

ORDER CODE

TSOP528Email                                                                                                                                     

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to‘Thompson & Morgan’ for £                                        

Name                                                                                                                                                 

Address                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                     

Postcode

Telephone
FREE 2015
Plant, Seed

and Bulb
Catalogue
Out Now!

Please send me
my free copy

(tick box)
or request online.

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Occasionally we make our mailing list available to other reputable organisations. If you prefer not to be included in mailings from
other carefully selected companies please tick . By providing your email address we will be able to contact you quickly in the
event of a query with your order. You will also receive our regular email newsletter with all our latest special offers. If you do not
want to receive our email offers please tick . We DO NOT pass email addresses or telephone numbers to any third parties. Your 
contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan. Full terms and conditions are available on request or on our website at 
www.thompson-morgan.com. Liability. Thompson & Morgan is committed to supplying high quality products to recreational gardeners and 
households for personal use. In accordance with the established custom of the trade. Thompson & Morgan will in no case be liable for more 
than the actual amount paid for a particular product on sale in advertisements or catalogues. Products and delivery dates subject to availability. 
© 2015 Thompson & Morgan. 

Product Code Item Description Price Qty Total

T16699 Penstemon ‘Wedding Bells’ Mixed – 12 plants 24 PLANTS £9.99

T44540 Penstemon ‘Wedding Bells’ Mixed – 24 plants 48 PLANTS £14.99

TJ45355
 Buddleja Collection 3 plants + £10 Voucher  

£9.99
 (1 white, 1 magenta, 1 sky blue) worth £29.97 SAVE £19.98

TJ45356
 Buddleja Collection 9 plants + £10 Voucher 

£19.99
 (3 white, 3 magenta, 3 sky blue) worth £44.94 SAVE £24.95

T47963P       

T47552     

 P&P £4.95

Grand
Total 

3 Plants
1 of each colour

were £29.97
only

£9.99

£10 
VOUCHER

with every 
order


